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PREFACE PREFACE

Before Nation is Community; 

Before Community is Family;  

Before Family, Self/Mind/Heart.  

This year, as we mark 200 years Singapore, we take this opportunity to remind 

ourselves of Community & Family by way of stepping forward with Self/Mind/

Heart. 200 Runners running in joint-community effort, demonstrating our 

unity regardless of strong or weak, faster or slower, fortunate or less fortunate, 

and only by helping one another, together completing 2,000km in 200 hours. 

Not only am I a member of the organizing committee, but I am also a Runner.  I 

cannot be more thrilled than to be able to be a part of this community effort.  In 

advance, thanking everyone for their support and contributions in making it 

Singapore.

— Ong Tze Boon 

Co-Chairman of Relay Majulah

Fishing village....

Colonial outpost....

Trading port....

Transportation hub....

Global megacity....

We have come a long way. 

Singapore would not have been possible without the contributions of all. 

Everyone contributed in their own special way, in different areas, different fields, 

at different times. This bicentennial year, we all come together to celebrate 

the becoming of Singapore. 200 Singaporeans and residents representing 

people from all walks of life will attempt to complete this meaningful relay, 

and raise funds for the needy and unfortunate, specifically for the 67 charities 

under President Star Challenge. On behalf of our committee, I would like to 

thank you for your efforts, be it as a donor, sponsor, partner, runner, volunteer 

or cheerleader.

Majulah Singapura!

— Bennett Neo

Co-Chairman of Relay Majulah
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The relay is made up of an amazing selection of runners that, in their own unique ways, 

exemplify the potential and resilience of the human spirit. Amongst them, we have 

Corporate Leaders, Politicians, Entrepreneurs, Paralympians, Celebrities and more from 

varying facets and walks of life. We have runners of all ages, races, and religions coming 

together to achieve a shared vision. Relay Majulah broke the Singapore Book of Records 

for the Longest Distance Covered Consecutively By 200 Athletes in 200 Hours.

Together, we hope to lift one another up and rise as a community 
and a nation.

In commemoration of Singapore Bicentennial, 200 runners are coming together to 

collectively challenge themselves to clock 2,000 kilometers within 200 hours for Relay 

Majulah and in support of President’s Challenge.

All 200 runners in a relay format pass the baton from one to another, covering 2,000km. 

The runners challenge themselves to cover 10km or 20km and work together to achieve 

the total distance within the targeted timing of 200 hours. On top of that, they help to 

raise funds among their communities to support the President’s Challenge and to uplift 

the lives of the community in need.
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Sports Hub

Marina 
Barrage

East Coast
Lagoon

Food Village

Pasir Ris
Sports 
Centre

Yishun
Safra

10K
10K

20K

20K

Relay Majulah Route

60KM 
Loop

2nd Nov – 10th Nov 2019
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20KM Segment

20KM Segment

10Km Segment 

10Km Segment 

Sports Hub —> Marina Barrage

Marina Barrage 
—> East Coast Park

Pasir Ris Town Park 
—> Yishun SAFRA

East Coast Park —> Pasir Ris Town Park
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16 Mar  

Boon & Bennett meet President's 
Challenge. 
Both agreed to take up role as 
Co-Chairs and to convene respective 
committees (Runners' Committee, 
Fundraising Committee, Marcomms 
Committee, Events Committee), 
Finance and Secretariat roles. 

27 Feb 

Boon meets 
President's 
Challenge to 
share the idea

2 Mar  

Bennett Neo 
meets President's 
Challenge

30 Mar   

1st Relay Majulah 
Committee Meeting

13 Apr  

Committee 
Meeting

24 Feb

Gerrard Lin meets Ong Tze Boon 
on his idea of wanting to run to 
support President Halimah for 
mental health. Boon suggested 
instead to find 200 runners to run 
together to support President's 
Challenge and run into President's 
Star Charity.

2019

2020

Committee 
Meeting

25 May  

Committee 
Meeting

6 July  

22 May

1st Runners' Briefing (to share 
about Relay Majulah and to 
get runners to come on board)

17 Aug

Committee 
Meeting

20 June  

2nd Runner's Briefing 
(to share about Relay 
Majulah and to get 
runners to come on 
board)

Committee 
Meeting

3 Aug

3rd Runners' Briefing and 
Relay Majulah Press 
Conference graced by Speaker 
Tan Chuan-Jin

24 Aug 

President's Star Charity 
Press Conference 
(Relay Majulah runners 
interviewed)

18 Oct  

1st Runner's Briefing 
(to share about relay 
route and ops/logistics)

12 Oct  

2nd Runner's Briefing 
(to share about relay 
route and ops/logistics)

19 Oct  

Relay Majulah 
Photographic Book 

Launch

08 Feb  

Launch of Relay 
Majulah (1st leg)

2 Nov

Committee 
Meeting

26 Oct  

Relay Majulah Appreciation 
Ceremony graced by 
President Halimah and 
Speaker Tan Chuan-Jin

16 Nov  

President's Star 
Charity (last leg)

10 Nov 

Committee 
Meeting

9 Nov
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200 
HOURS

Bennett Neo, 
Co-Chairman

Organizing Committee

Ong Tze Boon, 
Co-Chairman
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After 9 months of planning, scouting and coordinating, 

we finally flagged-off from Singapore Sports Hub; 

a baton will be passed from runner to runner. 

November 2nd 12:00pm Singapore Sports Hub

Relay Majulah Flag-Off 

Group photo of runners 
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The BCF Paddlers in the Pink performed the 

Pink Salute at the Flag-OFF. They are here to 

show their support for Relay Majulah as well as 

their pink sisters Nicole Lee and Linda Ang who 

are also one of the 200 runners.

BCF Paddlers in the Pink: A dragon boat team of breast cancer survivors a
n

d
 su

p
p

orters from
 the Breast Cancer Foundation of Singapore.
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Relay Majulah Starts with a                                    

It officially flagged off with Ong Tze Boon anchoring the 1st leg as a symbolic act of 

how his father, our late former President Ong Teng Cheong initiated President’s 

Star Charity in 1994, with last of 200 runners. Speaker Tan Chuan-Jin running 

into live President’s Star Charity TV show where he will hand over the baton to 

President Halimah. Joining this 1st leg are Goh Jin Kian and Oh Siew May who show 

us what it means to live life to the full and to life without limits.
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Goh Jin Kian kicks starts with the first leg by Speaker of 

Parliament Tan Chuan-Jin, the co-chair Bennett Neo and all of 

the runners.  Jin Kan was born with Down syndrome, has flat-

feet and poor vision but he conquered his 1km like a champion.
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Jin Kan passed the baton to Oh Siew May, our 2nd runner, who will be conquering 

the next 4km. The community spirit continues as our Relay Majulah runners run 

alongside Siew May to support her. Oh Siew May was born with cerebral palsy but 

she is not letting that stop her from running 4km to raise funds for the charities. 

We may have some form of disabilities but given an opportunity, 
we can also make a difference to the society!
I am really proud of being part of this amazing journey.

— Oh Siew May
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Day or Night

Fast or Slow

Rain or Shine

Together 

We can achieve
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DAY OR NIGHT

 

The event’s combined effort showcases inclusivity 

but above it all, it also shows how our silent heros 

are also empowered to contribute back to society 

and to make a change in the lives of others.

— Ong Tze Boon 

TEAM 

WORK makes 
DREAM 

WORK
�e 
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In 1966, during our 1st National Day Parade @ Padang, the rain poured.  

But the spirit of people remained anchored, unwavered and unfettered.  

As we commemorate SG Bicentennial this year, we carry this same Majulah Spirit in Relay Majulah. 

# Ke e p G o i n g Ke e p G i v i n g
We will be braving the weather to complete our leg of the 

relay to raise funds for President’s Challenge and to change 

the world for those in need.
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The Relay Majulah Spirit  is about 

doing your best to achieve a goal. 
— Wei Hsien Chan
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It is for all of us to feel more responsible for one another; to go against the grain of 

selfish, competitive, and accumulative individualism so encouraged by our modern 

lives; and to build a resilient social basis on which everyone can live in dignity.

200 
HOURS
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RAIN OR SHINE

While I can only do so much on my own, I believe that 
together we can do so much more. 
Every little contribution counts!

— Amanda NG

I hope that his participation in Relay Majulah will 
help better the lives of  those Singaporeans in need. 

— Abimanyu
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Sunset at Bedok Reservoir
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Despite all our flaws and failings, and whatever stage and station of life we are at, we should still make 

every effort to do good and demonstrate compassion in word and deed.

— David CHUA
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The longer you procrastinate, the [more likely] it will never be done. Taking 

the first step is often the most difficult, but once you make your first step, 

I assure you [that] your journey isn’t as tough as it seems.

— Adrian OH
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WE CAN ACHIEVE !
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1990km, 199 runners and 199 hours later, we 

are finally down to our last 10km, last runner and last hour. 

No.200 runner Tan Chuan-Jin, Speaker of 

Parliament, received the baton from Gerrard Lin and Tan 

Whee Boon. He will be covering the last 10km from Alkaff 

Quay to the Mediacorp studios.
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After 9 months in the making, Relay Majulah successfully landed on President’s 

Star Charity with last runner, Speaker Tan Chuan-Jin passing on the baton 

to President Halimah Yacob, who then placed it on President’s Challenge 

heart logo to light up the Singapore map - showcasing how the Relay Majulah 

baton has now been passed on to rest of Singapore, so we too can be the 

change we want to see. 
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OUR PEOPLE

200 Runners

70
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Tze Boon is the Group Executive Chairman of Ong & Ong and Co-Chair of Relay 

Majulah. He spent his early years in pursuit of a professional life. He has since 

realized that without health, you would be a burden to your family and not 

being able to enjoy life, hence his advice is : “Prioritise your health and you 

before all else.  Make “you” the Priority”.  To that end, he has taken up running 

and is one of the two Singaporeans (the other being his cousin) who did 7 

marathons in 7 days across 7 continents. He has since “advanced” to mountain 

climbing and even scaled a virgin mountain in Khazanstan obtaining the 

honour to name it after his late mother, Ong Siew May.

Relay Majulah will lead into President’s Star Charity, an initiation by Singapore’s 

late President, Ong Teng Cheong, 26 yrs ago. Being the son of the late President 

Ong, Tze Boon is honoured to be chairing this event and running the first leg 

to carry on his father’s legacy.  This run is also his small way of contributing to 

the greater good and he hopes that his participation in this run helps inspire 

others so that they too can live a happy healthy life and his own small way of 

contributing to the greater good, as he succinctly puts it: “Our collective effort 

exemplifies that, together, we can make anything possible”.

Bennett Neo, CEO of Saigon Beer-Alcohol-Beverage Corporation (SABECO), is 

no stranger to doing good. He was ex-Chairman of Migrant Workers Assistance 

Fund and Domestic Employees’ Welfare Fund. Currently sitting on the board 

of NKF, he is running in Relay Majulah to help raise awareness that there are 

many amongst us that need help, to inspire more people to come forward to 

contribute in any way they can and to see people from all walks of life across 

Singapore work together towards this worthy cause.

Over the years, sports played an important role in his life. He was the national 

champion in canoeing from 1989 to 1993 and represented Singapore in many 

international events, including the 1990 Asian Games. Through the years, he 

contributed to the sport of canoeing by coaching the Hwa Chong Junior 

College, Kallang Sea Sports Club, Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and 

National team.

 

For someone who has lived abroad for more than a decade, (he is currently 

based in Vietnam), he is proud of Singapore’s history, its immigrant make-

up and diverse cultures, the struggles it went through in nation-building, its 

capable government and the success in Singapore’s development.

ONG Tze Boon 
(Co-Chairman of Relay Majulah)

Bennett NEO 
(Co-Chairman of Relay Majulah)

Runners’ Stories

From Strangers, we became acquaintances.

From acquaintances, we became team 

mates.

From team mates, we became friends.

And now,

From Friends, we became family!

— Bennett Neo
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200

Abimanyu 
SHUNMUGAM

Andrea CHAN

As an individual trained in Mental Health First Aid, 
Andrea Chan started an initiative to raise awareness 
about mental health, advocating peer support to 
others who may be struggling. Andrea feels that 
the struggles of running long distances is similar 
to the struggles individuals with mental illness 
experience. By participating in Relay Majulah, 
Andrea hopes to prove that both challenges can be 
conquered with courage and resilience.

Adrian OH

Andy TAN

Andy Tan realised that “Health is Wealth” when he 
showed symptoms of health problems. Running 
kept him active and fit, and soon became his 
passion. From 5km a day, Andy challenged himself 
to extreme endurance races and even made 
a name for himself in the local running scene. 
Through Relay Majulah, Andy hopes that his 
personal anecdote can inspire others to stay active 
through running.

Alexis LEE

Amanda NG

Ajit CANTONA

Aniyutharan 
SHANMUGAVEL

Aniyutharan is a student from the Track and Field 
team from the Institute of Technological Education 
(ITE). He grew to be an avid runner under the 
tough love of his coach. Despite the grueling 
training, Aniyutharan rose to the challenges 
through resilience and won many various races. 
Aniyutharan aims to push himself to run his 
personal best for Relay Majulah while raising funds 
for the President’s Challenge.

Alvin TAYAlbert CHING 

Annie TEO 

Running is a way to liberate Annie Teo from work 
pressure. She enjoys the never-ending thrill of 
exploring new running trails. As a passionate 
runner, her heart bleeds for those who are unable 
to experience the joy of running due to disabilities. 
Run not because you can but for those who 
cannot, Annie hopes her participation can inspire 
the disabled and give them hope.

Alvin QUEK

Aleksandar DURIC

Abimanyu Shunmugam is an avid runner working 
for the Singapore Police Force. He is a patriotic 
individual who feels that it was no easy feat for our 
small  nation  with no natural  resources to achieve 
what we have today. Abimanyu is excited to meet 
like-minded runners while raising funds in the 
upcoming Relay Majulah.

Adrian Oh created a name for himself when he 
skateboarded across the world over two years. He 
started this adventure on 11 February 2017 and has 
since traversed over 6,500km across Asia and parts 
of Europe. Being an adventurous individual, Adrian 
is ready to leave his skateboard behind and take on 
Relay Majulah.

Ajit Cantona is a student of ITE College Central and 
also the club president of the institute’s Extreme 
Runner Co-Curricular Activity (CCA). Believing that 
even the smallest contributions can make the 
biggest differences, Ajit is ready to take the first 
stride toward inspiring change in our community, 
making it a better place for everyone.

Albert Ching is the CEO of the Singapore Cancer 
Society and the president of the Young Men’s 
Christian Association (YMCA) of Singapore. His 
journey of giving began since seconday school 
when he joined The Boys’ Brigade. Albert remains 
grateful for the people who have made a significant 
impact on his life and aspires to pass on the love he 
has received.  

Aleksandar Duric, principal of the ActiveSG 
Football Academy, is renowned in the Singapore 
football scene. He fought poverty through hard 
work, eventually becoming a well-respected 
Olympian, a professional footballer and a humble 
writer of his biography “Aleksandar Duric Beyond 
Borders”. Aleksandar promised to do his best for 
Relay Majulah and contribute to the greater good 
of our society.

Starting at a tender age, Alexis Lee has developed 
passion in trailing and ultra-running. She had 
completed the 250km ultramarathon organized 
by the 4 Deserts Race Series as the youngest 
participant at 19 years old. Apart from running, 
Alexis also actively gives back to the society. She 
once raised over $15,000 for Riding for the Disabled 
Association (RDA) and currently works as an urban 
farmer for Edible Garden City.

Alson WANG

Alson Wang was diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy 
when he was 3 months old. His mother, who was 
his main caregiver, passed away after he graduated 
from Cerebral Palsy Alliance Singapore. Alson 
worked hard to be self-sufficient. He is serving as a 
cashier and a deliveryman at vegetarian restaurant 
to sustain his daily expenditure independently. 
Despite the hardship, Alson continues to feel 
empowered by leading an independent and 
dignified life.

Alvin Quek’s passion for running continues to grow 
after 8 years of experience. Running has shaped 
him to be stronger, as he constantly challenges 
himself to his personal bests. He strives to set a 
good example for his children on leading a healthy 
lifestyle. Alvin feels honoured to be part of Relay 
Majulah, where he could give back to the society 
doing the sport he loves the most.

Alvin Tay grew up in an environment where 
resources were scarce. His health conditions 
deteriorated as he overworked to achieve his goals. 
Alvin decided to re-evaluate his priorities. After 
picking up running, his health improved and he 
was even more efficient at work. Through Relay 
Majulah, Alvin hopes to give back to the society 
while inspiring people to lead a healthy lifestyle.

Amanda Ng has been an active athlete over the 
past 15 years. Although she is not an avid long-
distance runner, she still hopes to exert her 
strength in sports while giving back to the society 
through Relay Majulah. Amanda believes that every 
little contribution counts, and promises to give her 
best in the charity run. She aims to inspire others to 
make a difference as well.

RUNNERS
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Ben SWEE

Betsy CHEN

Running has become a routine for Ben Swee for 
more than 20 years. He has since completed over 
30 marathons and ultra-marathons worldwide 
with the desire to promote the sport. Ben is a 
Running Coach certified by the Road Runners 
Club of America and he is currently focusing on 
improving his current marathon personal best 
of 3hr 2min. Running was an avenue for Ben to 
explore the world and for self-improvement. By 
supporting Relay Majulah, he looks forward to 
encouraging the beneficiaries to live a life filled 
with more precious moments. 

200

RUNNERS

Anthon FOO

Anthon Foo sees no age limit to running, he made 
a personal resolution to pursue a healthy lifestyle 
at the age of 50. He even won several medals in 
various marathons. Although his doctor advised 
him against running due to a heart murmur, 
Anthon persevered eventually improved his 
health conditions. Anthon Foo is looking forward 
to Relay Majulah where he could uplift the 
Singaporean spirit while contributing to society in 
a meaningful way.

Banjamin QUEK

Banjamin Quek is participating in Relay Majulah 
with his friends. He hopes to give back to the 
society with them. Banjamin is grateful to be able 
to play his part in raising awareness for those who 
are struggling to make ends meet. He hopes to 
inspire more people to help others.

Ashley LIEW

Ben Koh was obese since young. He led an 
unhealthy life and was diagnosed with high 
blood pressure. Ben pushed himself hard to stay 
healthy by running and even completed the Tokyo 
Marathon this year in the wintery weather. Through 
Relay Majulah, he hopes to spread the message 
that everything is achievable as long as we put our 
hearts into it.

Betsy Chen is an Architectural Designer turned 
Flight Stewardess and is now a Pilates Instructor and 
studio owner. Betsy Chen was faced with financial 
difficulties, leaving her emotionally drained. Betsy 
began from running a minute each day, eventually 
conquering marathons after marathons. Running 
gave her the strength in rebuilding confidence 
and fight to brave through emotional battles. 
By participating in Relay Majulah, Betsy hopes 
inspire those who are fighting through ordeals and 
setbacks. She wishes to help more people regain 
hope by running.

Ashley Liew, a Doctor of Chiropractic and national 
marathoner, has a noble yet humble purpose in life: 
to give, love, and serve out of his own abundance. He 
hopes to fulfill this purpose through participating in 
Relay Majulah and looks forward to celebrating the 
triumph of the human spirit, all for a good cause in 
the community.  

Ben KOH

Ansgar CHENG

Running has transformed Ansgar Cheng. Not only 
has it helped him lose more than 25kg, he also 
forged meaningful friendships with runners from 
all walks of life. Ansgar represented Singapore in 
various marathon championships over the years, 
making our country proud. He is excited for Relay 
Majulah and hopes that through his fundraising 
efforts, he can contribute to build a better 
Singapore for generations to come.

Anselm CHELLIAH 
Anselm Chelliah used to be an avid sportsman 
until he was diagnosed with hyperthyroidism. After 
a year of recovery, Anselm pushed himself on the 
road to recovery. He is now blessed with a happy 
family where he encourages healthy living.  Anselm 
enjoys being part of an energized community while 
spreading the joy of keeping fit for life.

Benedict GOH

Bryan TAN

Brandon ONG

Bruce LIEW

Benedict Goh, known as “Benny”, is a passionate 
runner and has been running all his life. Not only 
has it brought many health benefits, running has 
also connected Benny with the society, enabling 
him to enjoy sharing the goodness of running 
with a greater community. Benny looks forward to 
raising awareness for the causes the organisation is 
supporting, while playing a part by reaching out to 
those who need help. 

2019 marks Bruce Liew’s 10th year working in the 
National Council for Social Services and the social 
service sector. As a director in NCSS, his job is to 
“peddle happiness”, nevertheless he is inspired by 
selfless people who extend a helping hand in spite 
of their dire circumstances. Taking part in Relay 
Majulah is a gesture of remembrance of a fulfilling 
decade for him. Bruce believes that the act of giving 
will make one happier, and that generosity at any 
level could mean a world of difference for some.

Bryan Tan is the CEO at Centre for Fathering, a 
passionate family life coach and Chief Advocate for 
the Dads for Life Movement in Singapore. Bryan 
stopped running since an incident prevented him 
from partaking in physically strenuous activities. 
Being the Chief Advocate of “Dads for Life”, Bryan 
hopes to garner awareness of the importance for 
fathers to remain actively present in the lives of their 
family with his participation in Relay Majulah.

Brandon Ong is a Senior Officer in Singapore Civil 
Defence Force. He has always been inspired by 
sportsmen who are steadfast in pursuing greatness 
in sports. He calls himself a proud Singaporean and 
he feels that it is amazing how our small nation 
has achieved so much, especially from such a 
humble beginning. He is grateful for what many 
of our pioneers have overcome and achieved. 
Relay Majulah will pose as a physical challenge for 
Brandon. However, he has learnt the importance of 
teamwork and resilience while being a SCDF man. 

Chang  CHEN
Chen Chang moved to Singapore years ago. He 
started with running 10km 10 years ago, gradually 
building up to 21km, before conquering full 
marathons. He joined SAF Volunteer Corps (SAFVC) 
in 2015. In 2016 and 2017, Chen Chang helped SAFVC 
HQ coordinate running practice sessions before the 
Army Half Marathon. Chen believes that running is 
about having a will, and “where there’s a will, there’s 
a way”. By taking part in Relay Majulah, Chen hopes 
to impart the idea that everyone can soar regardless 
of their conditions and circumstances if they their 
heart and soul into it. 
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CHEW Men Leong

Chew Men Leong has served in the public sector for 
more than 30 years, with the bulk of it spent in the 
Navy and 5 years in the Public Utilities Board (PUB) as 
well as the Land Transport Authority (LTA). He is glad to 
have made small contributions, to the development of 
the nation over these 3 decades. He understands that 
there are many Singaporeans who are less fortunate 
and require our care and support. He believes that 
every little contribution adds up to improve their living 
conditions. Men Leong hopes to see more people 
coming forward to help the less fortunate. 

Colin CHUA

Colin TEO

Colin Chua is an Executive Director and Private 
Banker at Bank of Singapore. Colin was overweight 
and he felt depressed over his ballooning waistline. 
Despite his initial struggles, Colin pulled through 
and successfully completed a 100km ultra marathon 
with sheer determination half a year later. Through 
his participation in Relay Majulah, Colin hopes 
that more people will step forward to help the 
less fortunate, be positive no matter what their 
circumstances and to live life to the fullest.

Collin Teo started running since his teenage days 
and has found purpose through running in the 34 
years. He learnt to set goals and made plans to work 
towards them. This journey filled with moments 
of defeat and victorious was exceptionally 
memorable for Collin. He believes everyone has a 
part to play in helping others pave a special journey 
for themselves.

YEW Chee  Leung

Yew Chee Leung is a Chief Armour Officer in 
MINDEF and one of the organisers of National Day 
Parade (NDP) 2019. He shared that it was amazing 
to see 15,000 fellow Singaporeans coming together 
to make NDP19 possible. Having seen so many 
Singaporeans give a little more of themselves, 
Chee Leung is motivated and inspired to do his 
part for our country by taking up the challenge to 
participate in Relay Majulah.

Claire JEDREK

Claire Jedrek is an emcee, presenter and also 
Singapore’s only female race driver as well as the co-
owner of The Karting Arena. She used to suffer from 
anxiety and panic attacks. Now, she is an advocate 
for mental health issues as it is a topic that deserves 
more attention. Claire hopes to use her social media 
presence to create a positive environment to boost 
awareness for social causes which Relay Majulah 
supports. She is participating in Relay Majulah to 
show that we care and that no one is ever alone. 

CHONG Cher Dong

LIM Ching San

Lim Ching San is a teacher, entrepreneur and 
academic in the university. He is a senior who 
is quite disciplined in taking charge of his well-
being. He feels that Relay Majulahhas offered him 
a platform to do good. Ching San feels that one 
should not just run for health purposes, but to 
also run to inspire and help others. He shares that 
one can only experience spiritual and intrinsic joy 
throughthe act of giving.

Chong Chern Dong is a Software Evangelist and 
a few years ago, and he was overweight with 
symptoms of heart disease. He committed to 
adopting a healthy lifestyle and took up running 
which he believes is the best medicine for wellness. 
Chern Dong is glad to do his part for our community 
in need through his participation in Relay Majulah.
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Cynthia ONG

Cynthia Ong is a Salivary Gland Cancer Survivor. 2019 
marks her fifth year in remission, hence Relay Majulah 
is especially meaningful. During her darkest period, 
Cynthia sought comfort and purpose in volunteering. 
It motivated her to realise that any individual can 
contribute to the greater good of the community. 
Although she is an avid runner, Cynthia still hopes 
to participate in Relay Majulahto raise money for the 
beneficiaries.

David CHUA

David Chua is currently the CEO of the National 
Youth Council (NYC) and Chairman of *SCAPE. David 
served in the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) for 22 
years. With his busy schedule, it was a challenge 
for David Chua to train for Relay Majulah. However, 
David is motivated to run in order to show the 
younger generation every little effort to do good 
will eventually matter a great deal. David believes 
that despite all our flaws and failings, we should still 
demonstrate compassion in word and deed. He is 
excited to participate in Relay Majulah.

Darren HO 

The hardest part of losing weight was not weight 
loss for Darren Ho, but in cultivating a healthier 
lifestyle. He was once 150kg, but now competes in 
multi-distance triathlons around the world. Darren 
now participates in many races and is notably the 
only Asian in history to compete in the Iron Star 
full distance triathlon. He also raises awareness for 
invisible disabilities in his races. By participating in 
Relay Majulah, Darren hopes to inspire people to 
keep moving forward and never give up.

Daniel CHIA 

Daniel Chia is 54-years old and is working as a taxi 
driver. After Daniel realised he could barely manage 
a 1.5km run, he decided to quit smoking and improve 
his physical wellbeing. His persistence paid off and 
eventually completed several marathons. Daniel is 
deeply moved by how beneficiaries of the President’s 
Challenge overcame all obstacles to brave each day. 
By participating in Relay Majulah, he hopes to show 
that his support and concern for them.

CHIANG Chun Hong 

Chiang Chun Hong is presently working under 
Ministry of Home Affairs and this will be his first 
time running for a meaningful cause to raise 
funds for charities. He is excited to accomplish this 
challenge to help our community in need. Chun 
Hong looks forward to gathering with like-minded 
runners who want to make a difference to our 
society and the lives of others.

TAN Chuan-Jin

Tan Chuan-Jin is the 10th Speaker of the Parliament 
of Singapore. He had previously served in the Cabinet 
as the Minister for Manpower and the Minister for 
Social and Family Development. He is also presently 
President of the Singapore National Olympic Council. 
He believes that it is in giving that we receive. This 
relay is especially meaningful for Tan Chuan-Jin 
because all runners will be running at their own 
paces but towards similar remarkable outcome. He 
hopes to raise awareness of the causes the President’s 
Challenge is supporting while encouraging others 
reach out to those who in need. 

David SHUM

David Shum is an avid runner who runs to support 
those suffering from mental disorders. To him, every 
run calls for immense determination and hard work, 
but each run also acts as an opportunity to review 
his life directions. Despite sustaining some sports-
related knee injuries, David worked hard to rebuild his 
fitness. David is proud of Singapore’s achievements 
in building a harmonious and peaceful multi-ethnic 
society. In the same spirit, he hopes to demonstrate 
that we support each other through Relay Majulah.
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Derek ONG

Diana NG

Edmund SIM

Debra LAM 

Desmond TAN

Edwin SIEW

QUEK Ee Meng

Elise CHENG

CHONG Ee Jay

TEH Ee-Von

Emily LEE

Derek Ong runs a branding and marketing 
agency; and is also the Co-Founder of ‘Life Beyond 
Grades’ movement. He feels that Relay Majulah is 
a wonderful initiative where people from all walk 
of life come together to rally for the beneficiaries 
under the President’s Challenge. Oftentimes, in 
chasing success and aspirations, Derek feels that 
we forget about those who are not as privileged 
as ourselves. He sincerely believes that we will be 
a better Singapore if we are able to do our part for 
everyone in society.

It is not an easy feat for Diana Ng to be a single 
mother as well as the sole breadwinner. It was 
physically and emotionally challenging even for 
the strongest of people. Even so, Diana persists and 
pulls through by running. Today, Diana works as a 
recruitment consultant as well as a group fitness 
instructor. She will be turning 50 this year and 
is running in Relay Majulah in hopes of making a 
meaningful contribution to her country. 

When you ask professional athletes how they 
started their journey with the sport in which they are 
competing in, most would tell you that it has been 
their passion since young. National Race Walker 
Edmund Sim has a very candid story to share. Race 
walking is an endurance sport that requires physical 
and mental strength no less than other sports. 
Edmund Sim is a national race walker who took 
baby steps to brave through multiple challenges to 
achieve his current standing today.Edmund hopes 
that all runners can make a positive difference for 
the community through Relay Majulah for the 
beneficiaries of the President’s Challenge. 

Desmond Tan is the CEO of the People’s Association 
(PA) and he hopes to keep running, keep 
connecting with the community and keep giving 
to those in need by participating in Relay Majulah. 
Although he has not attempted long distance races 
for almost two years, Desmond is determined to 
raise awareness for the diverse needs of people 
within our society. He hopes that his participation 
can inspire more people to play a part in building a 
caring community in Singapore.

DON8URI’s co-founders, Ai Ling and Sylvia will be 
participating in Relay Majulah to raise funds for the 
beneficiaries of the President’s Challenge including 
Deaf Sports Association (Singapore). They hope to 
create greater awareness for the deaf community. 
Ai Ling and Sylvia envision a truly inclusive society 
where Singapore Sign Language (SgSL) will be 
recognised as Singapore’s 5th official language. 

Edwin Siew is the first Singaporean to conquer 
the summit of Mount Everest I 1998. While that 
was undoubtedly an extraordinary feat, Edwin 
sees participation in Relay Majulah as another 
memorable life moment. Mountaineering, like life, 
is full of struggles in the approach to the summit. 
He looks forward to running together with fellow 
Singaporeans towards a better and brighter future. 
He is not just proud to be part of this meaningful 
fundraising event, but also hopes to inspire fellow 
Singaporeans to tackle their own peaks and fulfil 
their own extraordinary undertakings while staying 
healthy and fit. 

When Quek Ee Meng was young, he was very weak 
and often excused from physical activities due to 
his condition. During his junior college days, he saw 
marathon runners running past his place, and got 
inspired to start running. His deceased mother had 
loved to jog and walk every morning until she was 
85 years old. He recently ran 100km to celebrate 
Hwa Chong’s 100 years. He looks forward to meeting 
other Relay Majulah runners who are running for 
others, for a good cause. 

Elise, a mother of 4, started running to destress, 
but it has reached a point where running is simply 
not enough; she wants to push herself further. Elise 
then took to triathlons but that resulted in negative 
backlash from her friends and family. She is now 
happier than she has ever been in the past 15 years. 
Running has brought Elise out of her shell and 
widened her social circle. 

When Chong Ee Jay was younger, Singapore was 
just a place where he studied. As he grew older, 
served the National Service and reservist, started 
his career and his own family, he began to see 
Singapore through a different lens. It was no longer 
just a place where he pursued his education, but a 
comforting home. No amount or effort is too small 
to give because every act of giving will add to make 
a big difference for the local beneficiaries. 

Teh Ee-Von is the Director at Infinitus Law 
Corporation and also serves as Honorary Secretary 
for Silver Ribbon (Singapore). Silver Ribbon organises 
mental health events regularly and commemorates 
World Mental Health Day annually. According to 
recent IMH study, 1 in 7 Singaporeans experienced 
a mental health condition in their lifetime. Due to 
stigma, not many are comfortable to talk about it or 
come forward to seek early help. Ee-Von sees Relay 
Majulah as a platform for her to increase awareness 
of mental health and acceptance of persons with 
mental health issues.

Emily was born with weak optic nerves resulting in 
poor vision till the age of 28 before an unfortunate 
detachment of her retina led her life in darkness. 
Despite her predicament, Emily has a vision - to stay 
strong and to be her own boss. Things took a turn in 
2014 when a friend asked Emily if she would like to 
run and she responded with “Why not?!”. The rest is 
history. Since 2015, she has represented Singapore 
in the 8th ASEAN Para Games, the 9th ASEAN Para 
Games and 3rd Asian Para Games, and retired in 2018. 

Debra runs the social enterprise Society Staples, 
dedicated to assisting persons with disabilities. 
Running is not Debra Lam’s favourite sport, but 
she will gladly take on Relay Majulah, not just to 
raise funds for the beneficiaries, but also to show 
appreciation for the good work these charitable 
institutions have done in fulfilling important social 
causes. Ryan Ng, who co-founded Society Staples, 
trained hard to get ready for Relay Majulah.  Ryan 
runs to bond with his brother, who despite his 
disabilities, has a positive outlook and aspires to 
live everyday to its fullest. Ryan agrees with Debra 
in pursuit of making Singapore a more inclusive 
society. They hope to encourage more people into 
taking their first steps to do good for the society.

Sylvia Teng
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Esmond CHOO

In 2008, Esmond Choo was diagnosed with 
tuberculosis. As the sole breadwinner, Esmond was 
worried if he would lose his job, who would take 
care of his wife and 3 kids?  There are many others 
out there who are less fortunate and struggle more 
than all of us daily yet are pressing on to overcome 
all odds and to brave life as it comes. This motivated 
Esmond to be part of Relay Majulah, to play his part 
in showing his support to the community in need. 
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Evelyn LEK

Ezzy WANG

Gerrard LIN

Giebert FOO

Glynn MAUNG 

Ernest WONG

Evan SIM

Fanny KOH

Gideon REN

Glenda CHONG

CHANG Guo Guang 

Evelyn Lek has been working as a Senior Associate 
Executive in KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital 
(KKH) Department of Child Development since 
2013. Her department specialises in pre-school 
children with Autism, ADHD, special needs with 
developmental growth. Children with special needs 
take long term consultation and different therapy 
treatments individually. This impacts not only the 
children, but also the family members mentally, 
physically and financially. She is grateful for the 
opportunity to contribute her part by raising funds 
for the initiative. 

Ezzy Wang is a Sales Compliance Manager and 
is grateful to be part of Relay Majulah where 
we can collectively make an impact and enable 
our friends in need to live a life filled with love, 
dignity and empowerment. One of his proudest 
moments would be scaling Mount Faber 10 times 
via handcycling. He believes we can make a 
difference together, and regardless of the size of the 
contribution, it’s the action we take that matters 
and that counts to uplifting lives of those in need.

Gerrard Lin, also known as ‘Ah Siao’, not only has 
crazy ideas but acts on them as well. He has run 
31 marathons in 31 days to raise awareness for 
Singapore Bone Marrow Donors Program, and 
888km from Thailand to Singapore for a food 
fundraiser. Gerrard conquered running 50km 
daily for 50 consecutive days to commemorate 
SG50. He initiated Relay Majulah to commemorate 
Singapore’s Bicentennial. As chairperson of the 
runners’ sub-committee, Gerrard is tasked with 
the challenge of finding the 200 runners to help 
raise funds for President Challenge. Having grown 
up in a dysfunctional family, he is grateful for what 
Singapore has given him so far. Gerrard believes in 
living in the present and cherishing the happiness 
that comes from knowing that he is alive and well.

Giebert Foo is a civil servant and one of the happiest 
moments in his life would be standing on stage to 
collect his local 3rd prize for Standard Chartered 
Marathon in 2018. He is excited to participate in 
Relay Majulah to raise funds for the community. He 
wishes for more such events to happen so runners 
will have more opportunities to play their part for 
the community in need. He believes that every 
step he takes can help create a better tomorrow for 
those in need. 

Glynn Maung, Chief Chef of Singapore Red Cross 
Home for the Disabled, is no stranger to the plight 
of the unfortunate. A proud Singaporean, you can 
always expect to find the Singapore flag on him - 
either is a badge or a patch to show his pride for the 
country. He is inspired by his dad’s words: “to help 
those who are in need while you still can”. Glynn 
hopes to use Relay Majulah as a platform to bring 
attention to the people who are less fortunate. 

Ernest Wong took up the Diploma of Business 
and Social Enterprise at Ngee Ann Polytechnic. 
From there, his journey included being part of the 
leadership for a community service club. He started 
his own social enterprise: Camp Hiro and was also 
a Youth Corps Singapore Leader. On top of serving 
full time in the Underwater Demolition Group in 
the Naval Diving Unit as part of his National Service, 
Ernest is also spearheading a non-profit organization, 
Movement Of Inclusivity, where they advocate for a 
more inclusive Singapore. In addition to that, Ernest 
is also an active grassroots leader in the Yew Tee 
Constituency. 

Evan Sim is a doctor and used to be overweight. He 
decided to start running and it was tough in the 
begining. However, as he takes another step and then 
another, it all became easier. He ran his first marathon 
in Standard Chartered Singapore Marathon in 
2014 and since then, has completed about 20 full 
marathons. He is now an active member of the 
SAFRA Running Club. 

As a police officer, Fanny Koh has seen all walks of 
society, and therefore understands how precious and 
vulnerable life can be. She has also been deployed to 
disaster zones to assist in victim identification efforts 
and has witnessed how victims and families could 
find strength and resilience within their community 
amidst the most trying circumstances. The beautiful 
scenes of running remind her why she wanted to be 
a police officer: To protect a home that can be easily 
taken for granted amidst peaceful times. 

Gideon Ren is currently a Physical Education 
Educator motivating children to move, play and 
exercise well. When his family went through difficult 
times, he totally gave up on his education. He realised 
that living a purposeful life was more important than 
one that is defined by wealth and achievements. He 
persevered, attained his degree in 2016 and eventually 
became a teacher. He always respects every path that 
has been taken, even if they look longer. 

Glenda currently anchors Asia Tonight for CNA. 
Highlights of her work include the reporting on the 
2008 Beijing Olympics, covering the devastating 
aftermath of the 2008 Sichuan earthquake and the 
2010 Shanghai World Expo. She was also named 
Best News Anchor at the Asian Television Awards 
in 2001 and Best Presenter at Mediacorp’s Annual 
Excellence Awards in 2005. In addition, she has been 
actively involved in the President’s Star Charity shows 
since 2007 as one of its hosts. “This year, I am again 
honoured to host the President’s Star Charity.” Glenda 
says. This year, to challenge and put herself further out 
of her comfort zone, she finished running 10km. 

Corporate banker Chang Guo Guang is a former 
professional football player in Singapore and he 
was part of teams that won the Prime League and 
S-League in Singapore. Being a former professional, 
he has had his fair share of major and minor injuries 
and has also witnessed how football injuries can 
profoundly change an athlete’s career psychologically 
and financially. To be able to overcome these injuries 
to make a comeback, one must have a lot of faith, 
belief, discipline and determination. 

Halil NGAH

Lim HAN CHEE

Mohammad Halil Ngah is a familiar face in the 
mountain sports field. He is a founding member 
of the Climb Asia Group - introducing Singapore 
to the first commercial rock-climbing gym in 2003. 
Seeing how far he has come in establishing his 
mountain sports career, Halil thinks it is time he 
gives something back. Halil pulled back on running 
two decades ago due to a sports-related knee 
injury, but he now looks forward to training and 
getting reacquainted with running with some good 
old friends. 

Lim Han Chee started running in 2006, at a point 
of his life when he was facing weight gain and 
needed to keep fit. The ‘impossible’ dream is that he 
would qualify for the Boston Marathon, the oldest 
Marathon in the world.  He finally qualified for the 
Boston Marathon in 2018 at age of 50. And in 2019, he 
completed the 6 world marathon majors. The journey 
and the parallels it had with life inspired his personal 
life as well as others around him. 
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KOR Hong Fatt 

Ethan CHAN

Hayden TAN

LIN Hanwei

WONG Hoong Wei 

Hudson PEH

CHAN Heng Kee 

KUA Harn Wei

Kor Hong Fatt started running at the age of 71. 
Today, at 87, Hong Fatt completed a total of 16 
marathons and counting. With races like the 
Shanghai Marathon, Beijing Marathon and Boston 
Marathon under his belt, Hong Fatt proved that 
running is definitely not exclusive to the young 
and virile. His running journey started on March 
2002 when Hong Fatt, at age 70, suffered a heart 
attack and was hospitalised for 8 days. Hong Fatt 
felt devastated and demoralised for several months 
and made the decision to do something about his 
lifestyle so he wouldn’t be a burden to his children. 
All it takes is enough discipline and determination 
to achieve one’s ultimate goal. The benefits of 
running, as well as the principles behind obtaining 
said benefits apply to aspirants across all ages.

*Aston Kor, Kor Hong Fatt’s grandson, ran on behalf 
of Kor Hong Fatt for the relay. 

Ethan Chan will be running with his father, Chan 
Hse Ming. Hse Ming is head of IT Solutions in a large 
corporate while Ethan is an 11 year old student. Ethan’s 
best friend, Matthew, was diagnosed with hearing loss 
when he turned three months old and eight months 
later, underwent surgery to be fitted with bilateral 
cochlear implants which sends electrical signals to the 
brain and stimulate hearing. Fortunately, Matthew was 
well enough to attend a mainstream school where 
he forged many meaningful friendships and Ethan 
is one of them. Both Father and son want to create 
and strengthen public awareness for children born 
with similar conditions like Matthew, and also raise 
funds to help them overcome the challenges to lead 
meaningful lives. Matthew will join Hse Ming and 
Ethan in the last kilometre of the run, and all have been 
training hard for this endeavour.

*Chan Hse Ming ran alongside Ethan Chan for the relay. 

Hayden Tan is a Nurse Clinician and he, along with the 
rest of the healthcare sector, battled at the frontlines 
during the 2003 SARS outbreak. Hayden is proud to 
be a Singaporean and hopes to share his experiences 
with the younger generation to make them 
appreciate our country more. He also loves to share 
his passion of running with other people to motivate 
them to lead a healthier lifestyle, and of course, to run 
for a good cause as well. Hayden is an advocate for 
running barefoot. This year, 2019, Hayden feels blessed 
to be part of the Relay Majulah team.

Lin Hanwei’s younger brother, Lin Dilun had seen 
an appeal for a kidney for a five-year-old boy in 
the newspapers. The boy’s story moved him so 
much that he stepped forward to donate one of his 
kidneys to the stranger - something no one else in 
Singapore had done before. About two months ago, 
Hanwei, now 35, decided to follow in his brother’s 
footsteps. He donated part of his liver to Mr Eddie 
Tan, a 59-year-old man who suffered from an acute 
Hepatitis B flare causing liver failure. The Lins are 
the first family to have two living organ donors. 
“Some people donate blood, some people donate 
money, we donated organs. It’s a little bit more 
complicated, but it’s the same” Hanwei said. Hanwei 
wants to tell people that organ donation is not as 
difficult or dangerous as it seems. Conquering this 
challenge by running 10km for Relay Majulah in 
Hanwei’s opinion, is proof that one can live a full life 
without any complications after organ donation. 
Organ donation should be as common as donating 
money or blood. *Lin Dilun ran alongside his brother 
during the relay. 

Wong Hoong Wei is an educator who spent a 
considerable amount of time overseas as a young 
child. Being a returning Singaporean has its 
challenges as Hoong Wei soon realises that despite 
always considering himself a 100% Singaporean, he 
still had to take time to find his identity and re-learn 
ways of life living in. Hoong Wei feels that it’s a small 
challenge if it helps to create awareness for worthy 
causes and inspire others along the way while finding 
his own inspiration in the lives of his fellow runners.

Hudson Peh has been in the financial industry for 
the past 28 years. In his earlier years, he served in the 
Lions Club and had taken on the role for fundraising 
for Lions Befrienders Ang Mo Kio. Having taken on the 
challenge to head the project and seeing it materialise 
gave Hudson immense satisfaction, especially when 
he knew that it would go a long way to help the 
beneficiaries. With Relay Majulah, Hudson feels he is 
able to able to come together with other like-minded 
runners for a meaningful charity event. 

As the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Health 
(MOH) and former chairman of the President’s 
Challenge Steering Committee, wanting to do good 
for society is nothing new to Chan Heng Kee, and 
his decision to take part in the Relay Majulah echoes 
this. Heng Kee’s work, especially with the President’s 
Challenge, exposed him to a wide-ranging group 
of individuals who contributed generously, both as 
volunteers, as well as by being donors as well. “Running 
as part of the Relay Majulah is just another small way 
for me to play a part in this bicentennial year”. 

Kua Harn Wei is an Associate Professor in the National 
University of Singapore and ultra-triathlon athlete. He 
also devotes a good part of his life to community service 
and the sport of ultra-triathlon. Harn Wei is proud to 
be a Singaporean which, means that he embodies 
the DNA of our nation Singapore and our people - 
the genes of perseverance and diligence. Sharing his 
motivation to take part in the Relay Majulah, Harn Wei 
has this to say: “I am excited to be part of Relay Majulah 
because of the charity component in the relay and 
the chance to be part of the team, doing this for the 
community we love and care for. ”

KANG Hwee Sian 

Irwin SEE

Having been part of an organization that dedicates 
time into corporate social responsibility (CSR), 
Kang Hwee Sian has her fair share of experience 
working with non-profit organisations that focuses 
on the elderly and special needs space. Sometime 
last year, one opportunity gave her the chance to 
walk with the children with autism, to understand 
them and learn how to communicate with them. 
The experience had a huge impact on her as she 
is determined to set aside time to support these 
special needs kids on an ongoing basis. 

Irwin See started The Seed Initiative in June 2018 as a 
way to provide funding and mentoring for any social 
project that are looking to make a positive impact in 
our world. Irwin used to teach General Paper to 17 & 
18 year-olds and discussed issues such as inequality, 
poverty and social justice in class. These teachings 
inspired him to translate knowledge into action and, 
thus, The Seed Initiative came to be. To date, he is 
happy and humbled to know that The Seed Initiatives 
is able to support projects ranging from providing free 
tuition for low-income families to using technology to 
bring assistance to rural farmers in India.

Ivan SEAH

Ivan Seah is a project financier at OCBC Bank. He 
has a friend whose father once shared a quote, one 
which he holds dear till today. “To be there for my 
family, I need to be healthy. To be healthy, I need to 
exercise.” Ivan hopes that with every step team Relay 
Majulah takes, it can inspire others to chase health, 
irrespective of speed and distance, for their personal 
good, the good of their loved ones and others. 
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Jaydee LIN

Jeff MCLEAN 

Jen MACAPAGAL 

Jackie CHIONH

Jacqueline CHEW

Jed SENTHIL

Jeffrey LOW

Jerry SEAH 

Jack LIM

Jaclyn NG

Jasmine GOH

Jaydee Lin is the Managing Partner of a Multi-
Family Office and is proud to be a Singaporean 
of a small but impactful country. He managed to 
find his way through many difficult obstacles in 
life. His motivation for joining Relay Majulah was to 
raise more awareness for children from vulnerable 
families. These are some of the things Jaydee would 
like to change if possible because he believes all kids 
should be given a chance to educate themselves and 
education should be a way to break a difficult cycle. 

Being an Australian that was born in Singapore 
gives Jeff Mclean a great sense of affiliation to the 
country. Australia and Singapore’s long history of 
economic, social and military cooperation coupled 
with Singapore being his birth country gives Jeff a 
wonderful sense of belonging since he relocated 
here for his career over a decade ago with no family 
support. Over the last decade he has been able 
to build an amazing network of work associates, 
running buddies and families of his children’s friends.

Jen Macapagal is an advocate of social impact 
through sport and founded Race2Share in 2015, a 
non-governmental organisation (NGO) that utilizes 
sport for change and social inclusion. She pioneered 
structured sports programmes for foreign domestic 
workers. Jen has been active in programs in UN 
and UNESCO forums and conferences to promote 
sports impact since 2016. She hopes to inspire the 
community to think about sports as a powerful tool 
to create positive impact in the lives of other people 
and community. 

Jackie’s childhood is one unlike most we’ve seen. 
He met with a road accident at the age of 6 and 
suffered a right hand and permanent leg disability. 
He was in a coma for 5 days and wheelchair-bound 
for a year. Despite everything, Jackie doesn’t let his 
disability get to him and now participates in various 
marathons to raise awareness about physical 
disabilities. He is currently a Singapore paralytics 
athlete doing track events and also is a Master of 
one-handed magic and cardistry. 

Jacqueline left Singapore 19 years ago to pursue her 
MBA in the States. The adventurous side of her led 
her to 19 years of life abroad. As she looked to stay 
active physically, mentally and socially, she joined 
Relay Majulah as an Organizing Committee member, 
started racing with the Singapore Master Track and 
Field Association, signed up for her first marathon, 
and participated in Spartan - Game of Zones. She will 
also be running in the Tokyo 2020 marathon. 

Jed Senthil graduated with a Bachelor of Science 
in Business and is the Co-founder, RunONE and 
ONEathlete. He spent the last few years in various 
outfits in the social and social enterprise sectors, 
including a stint in the civil service to gain exposure 
and hone relevant skills. Jed Senthil was involved 
in the inaugural Youth Olympic Games and also 
volunteered with the SSEAYP International Singapore 
EXCO, SINDA Youth Club, and NYC’s Young Change 
Makers panel. He strongly believes in giving back to 
society meaningfully, ONE step at a time. 

Jeffrey Low, a TV presenter at MediaCorp Channel 8, 
Hello Singapore, is a familiar face on TV.  However he 
had a tough childhood. His family was poor and his 
parents died when he was young. Fortunately, he 
did not let those set him back. Instead, he took every 
situation that he went through as a lesson in life and 
was motivated to take his life to a higher level. He 
hopes his participation in Relay Majulah will inspire 
more people to come forward to join in the good 
cause and help others!

Jerry Seah is the Director at Singapore National 
Employers Federation. As an avid athlete, he has 
participated in Ironman and running races since 2001. 
Giving back to the sport he loves; he was Sea Games 
Team Manager for triathlon and the current Team 
Manager for Swimming with the Singapore Disability 
Sports Council. Jerry is also a volunteer and supporter 
for Club Rainbow (for children with chronic illness) 
and Bone Marrow Donor Programme. He hopes 
Relay Majulah will encourage many others to step 
forward as a community and support those in need to 
better their lives - whether through volunteer groups 
or charity or other means.

Jack Lim is an avid runner and swimmer who enjoys 
sharing and engaging people from all walks of life. He 
is an anchor member of Ridge Runners - a local home-
grown ground-up exercise community for fellowship 
and a lifestyle to #keepfitlivehealthy.  Having travelled 
widely as a global citizen and immersing himself in 
many local cultures and people, he understands the 
meaning of community. He practices his learning 
by playing an active role in sharing and caring for his 
fellow community mates, friends and family.

Jaclyn Ng is a teacher and feels honored to be part 
of something bigger than self and to come alongside 
others that are connected by a common passion and 
common cause. Through Relay Majulah, she hopes to 
create an impact and uplift the lives of others. 

Jasmine Goh a Financial Consultant and was 
very fortunate to be able to achieve her dream of 
representing Singapore in the 29th SEA Games in 
2017. Being a single mother and a full time Financial 
Consultant, she found it hard to commit to the 
training programme. Without the support of the 
running community, it would have been a tough and 
lonely fight to achieve her dream. She is inspired by 
anyone that embodies the 5 D’s of success - Discipline, 
Determination, Dedication, Direction and Diversity. 
“Tough times never last, tough people do.” Hence, she 
strongly believes that “when people come together, 
magic happens”. 

Jesher LOI

Jessica WANG

Jesher Loi is the Director of Branding and Market 
Development at Ya Kun International. Being a 
third generation business owner, he is aware of the 
challenges and importance of building a business. 
He is also a Classical Orchestra Conductor as he 
loves working with youth through music and 
is also pretty active in the youth scene, helping 
build programmes to inspire the youth. In Jesher’s 
words, “We may be small but we have every right 
to be proud of it. Singapore’s success can be seen 
on many levels and platforms. On an individual 
level, there are many inspiring stories of individuals 
overcoming difficulties and setbacks to succeed. ‘

Jessica Wang has been running seriously since 2011 
and has now ran over 40 marathons and done 3 
ultra-marathons by the distances of 100km. Jessica 
has also been with the Running Hour, a non-profit 
organisation in Singapore to promote inclusive sports. 
Jessica’s family originated from Taiwan and she was 
born here in Singapore in the 70’s. Jessica feels that 
she was brought up a true blue Singaporean, and 
enjoys the peace and safety that Singapore has. 
Most of all, she feels that all Singaporeans are given a 
chance to equality and freedom.
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Job LOEI 

TAY Yong Hwee 

John LOW

Juliana JUMAIN

Karen TAN

NEO Jie Shi 

GOH Jin Kian

Joe CHAN

John ENG

TAN Juay Seng 

Kamilah TOHAR

Kelvin KOH

Jimmy HOON

A Senior Manager at the National Kidney 
Foundation (NKF), Job Loei is definitely not new to 
helping those in need. 
Being told you need dialysis is not the best news 
in the world, who was only 28 at the time, with 
young children as well. In his words, “I felt the world 
crashing down on me.’’ However, he did not want 
his family to feel pain or despair, so he fought on. 25 
years later, he is able to lead a near-normal life and 
attributes this to ‘sheer determination and a spirit 
of positivity’.
*Desmond Ang ran on behalf of Job Loei 

Joel Tay, a teacher and a track coach, sees Relay 
Majulah as an opportunity to show his loyalty 
to Singapore and to run alongside like-minded, 
positive individuals. To him, being a Singaporean 
means he is blessed with a good life because of the 
competence of our government - something that 
should never be taken for granted. Till this day, he 
loves running so much that he is even making a 
living by coaching and grooming young runners in 
the girls’ school where he teaches. 

John Low is currently a research assistant in Duke-
NUS graduate medical school and he is running for 
the marginalized communities in Singapore and in 
the region. A couple of years ago, John travelled to 
Aceh, Indonesia to work with Rohingians displaced 
by the conflict. Working with a local NGO, he visited 
three refugee camps in an attempt to hear more 
about their stories and how he, as a Singaporean, 
can help. John has since volunteered at Healthserve 
as a clinic assistant serving migrant workers and he 
is currently undergoing training as a clinic assistant 
with Action for Aids, Singapore. 

Juliana Jumain used to be a secondary school 
educator. She loves to see teenagers grow, not 
only physically, but also mature as individuals. She 
is glad to walk the talk to support the National 
Defence by volunteering with SAFVC as a bridge 
watchkeeper attached to the Landing Ship Tanks. 
Being featured at the 2019 National Day Parade, 
she hopes to convince Singaporeans, especially her 
students, that giving back to the society in our own 
capacities is important. 

Karen Tan’s father passed on when she was just four. 
Her illiterate mum had to single-handedly raise 
the family of 8 kids by operating a hawker stall. In 
order to save on bus fares, Karen often finds herself 
running to school to avoid being late. She continues 
to run today and even represents Singapore in track 
& field events in the Masters category. Through 
Relay Majulah, Karen hopes that she will be able to 
help raise funds for the less fortunate as she is able 
to relate to the hardships they are going through.

Running gave Neo Jie Shi the opportunity to 
represent Singapore in the women’s marathon 
at the SEA Games in 2015. The following year, it 
led her to a qualification for Rio Olympics. She is 
extremely grateful for all the opportunities and 
experiences running has given her. Running 
has also humbled her and taught her resilience, 
determination and perseverance. She is inspired by 
anyone who displays grit and resilience in the face 
of adversities, especially people who have shown 
great determination in overcoming all odds to 
realize their dreams. 

Goh Jin Kian is an Apprentice Baker who was born 
with Down Syndrome, has flat feet, poor eyesight, and 
low muscle tone. He had surgery to plug three holes 
in his heart on his first birthday. He uses one good eye 
to see, and weight gain continues to be a challenging 
issue. He is always enthusiastic in reporting for work 
as an Apprentice in the baking section at HANIS, 
where his boss and fellow staff watch out and 
care for him. Jin Kian is happy to be part of Relay 
Majulah, contributing in his own small way to the 
commemoration of Singapore’s Bicentennial, and in 
support of the President’s Challenge. 

Joe Chan is a youth worker from REACH Community 
Services, working with young people from 
marginalized and disadvantaged backgrounds. 
He believes that every young person deserves our 
attention because they hold the key to our future! 
When Joe was a teenager, he went through much 
turmoil and pain of strained family relations, and 
loss of his mom to cancer. Coming out from all these 
seemed to have given him a different perspective 
about life. He’s proud to have witnessed so many 
young people not giving in to the challenges but 
instead is pushing on and not giving up. 

An entrepreneur of a local SME, Adiwarna Industries 
Pte Ltd, John Eng’s running journey started with an 
aim to improve his fitness, keeping himself healthy. 
John hopes that Singaporeans can all realize that we 
should slow our pace once in a while and show care 
and concern for those we hold dear. “It could be our 
family, loved ones, friends or even the less fortunate 
that we can all play a part to help.” This relay will be a 
challenge for him, but the sacrifice is definitely worth 
it, with the support of his family, friends, and fellow 
relay mates.

Tan Juay Seng, an engineering professor, started 
running ultra distances in 2013. He felt that there are 
many parallels in ultra running and life. Despite being 
experienced in ultra races, conquering his lap in Relay 
Majulah was a challenge as, prior to his leg of the relay, 
Juay Seng will be walking 150km across 3 days with Let’s 
Take a Walk. Through Relay Majulah, he wants to inspire 
others to take care of their own health and to contribute 
to the community through service and volunteerism.

Kamilah Tohar was diagnosed with Breast Cancer in 2015 
but now she is an even stronger person than she was 
before. While it wasn’t an easy journey, Kamilah chose 
to believe in rainbows after the storms and to make the 
best of what life brings. She loves running as it takes the 
stress off her. Being part of Relay Majulah excites her as 
it is about coming together to uplift the lives of the less 
fortunate. Kamilah hopes that through her participation 
in the Relay Majulah, she has encouraged others to find 
their rainbows too.

A school drop out after Primary 6, Kelvin Koh is no 
stranger to the prison system. He started sniffing glue 
and went harder into sleeping pills. The substance 
abuse led him to lose control of his senses leading 
him to commit crimes and ended up in jail in 2002. 
During the period of his imprisonment, he converted 
to Christianity. He managed to appeal his sentence 
and was released 7 years earlier than the term he was 
sentenced into. He has been cleaned since. Now he 
works as a family driver for owners of a legal firm and 
volunteers his Saturday morning visiting seniors as well 
as visiting inmates on Tuesday night. He felt blessed and 
wanted to do what he can to pay it forward. He hopes 
that, through Relay Majulah, he can to show his loved 
ones nothing is impossible.

Jimmy Hoon has been an avid runner for the last 5 
years, and has a sterling record of 12 half marathons 
and 5 full marathons under his belt. This is a 
remarkable feat for an ex-heart patient like Jimmy, 
who took to running just shortly after going through 
a quadruple heart bypass surgery. “I was feeling down 
and depressed after the surgery, and running lifted 
me out of depression and re-built my confidence,’’ 
Jimmy shared. Running brought him back to his feet 
and showed Jimmy what he was capable of. 

LIM Jin Rong

One of Lim Jin Rong’s challenges in life was going 
back to school at a much older age as compared to 
his schoolmates. He has a firm belief that hard work 
will always pay off. An empathetic individual, Jin Rong 
recognises the challenges and efforts needed by 
both the organisers and participants to make Relay 
Majulah a success. He shares that it requires a team 
effort to make sure the event is executed.
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Kenneth Paul TAN

Kenny ENG

SEOW Khiam 
Huat

TAN Kok Chuan 

TAN Lai Yong

Mary LEE

Kenneth YAP

HENG Kheng Sheng 

GAN Kok Boon 

LOH Teck Meng

SEAH Kwang Hwee

Lawrence LEONG

Leslie CHEW

Kenneth Paul Tan is an Associate Professor at the 
National University of Singapore’s Lee Kuan Yew 
School of Public Policy, and served as its fourth Vice 
Dean for Academic Affairs from 2013 to 2017. Since 
2000, he has received more than 10 teaching awards, 
including the Outstanding Educator Award in 2009. 
In 2012, he was elected Chair of the NUS Teaching 
Academy. Though he claims that he was persuaded 
to run by Ah Siao, we know that this avid runner is 
also drawn to the idea of running for a purpose.  

Kenny Eng is the Director of Gardenasia - the 
hortitainment arm of the Nyee Phoe Group. As a 
farmpreneur or entrepreneur, he is constantly looking 
out for the tipping point for his businesses or life in 
general. This is the reason why he wanted to be a part of 
Relay Majulah - as an act of solidarity for the community 
in need to know that we are alongside them, we are 
with them - in life’s journey. May we continue to come as 
ONE community to build OUR community!

Seow Khiam Huat is a Finance Executive and his 
proudest moments in life include completing three 
100km marathons. He participated in Relay Majulah 
to help raise more funds for the community in need. 
It is a challenge for him to do the 20km run within 
2 hours but he gave his best all for a cause that is 
larger than self.

Running has always been Tan Kok Chuan’s passion. 
An avid runner, Kok Chuan’s passion and love for 
running has inspired many to take up the sport 
for a healthy lifestyle. He does not seek out the 
competitive nature in running but rather, the 
motivation and camaraderie that are fostered 
among fellow runners in their common effort to 
‘complete the extra distance’. As such, Kok Chuan 
has a particular fondness for relays due to the 
activity’s reliance on teamwork. 

Tan Lai Yong loves running and almost every day, he 
would go for walks or runs with his wife. He enjoys 
making friends and loves the sight of greenery 
along his running route. “Today, we stand on the 
shoulders of giants who have come before us, our 
forefathers who have built Singapore to where it 
is today.” Through Relay Majulah, he hopes to rally 
everyone to run for a common cause to better the 
lives of many.

Mary Lee and her sisters - Patricia, Helen, Rose, 
Margaret and Agnes - are participating in Relay 
Majulah in support of Children with Rare Disorders. 
There are 7,000 rare diseases in the world, many of 
which are undiagnosed. They believe in creating 
more awareness so help and support can come 
through to these families.  
Growing up in a single parent family with a sole 
breadwinner (their mother) is by no means an easy 
feat for their mother and the 6 kids. 
In November 2008, when a special needs child 
with rare disorder came into their lives, it was a 
traumatizing phase. However, their sister Mary 
never gave up hope. Today, not only is the family 
coping well with the child, she is also supporting 
other families who are going through the same 
journey. 

The Lee Sisters started Rare Disorders Society 
(Singapore) (RDSS) Runners Group in May 2013 
where they found it meaningful to run for a cause. 
RDSS members are children with rare disorders. 
Their main objective is to raise awareness for 
children with rare disorders as RDSS is not as well-
known as other organizations. In March 2019, the 
Lee Sisters helped RDSS organised its inaugural 
Race for 7 Run, another ground-up initiative. 

*Patricia, Helen, Rose and Margaret Lee ran 
alongside Mary Lee for the relay. 

Kenneth Yap is the Chief Business Officer at Heycoins, 
a financial technology startup. He worked in the 
Youth Corps for 2 years, followed by initiating a Youth 
Expedition Programme project in North India. Running 
started as a hobby during his National Service days but 
eventually grew into a passion as he participated in 2 
Gobi Desert mini ultra-marathons. He hopes to rally 
friends and loved ones toward the noble causes and 
charities under the President’s Challenge.

“Like a marathon, life can sometimes be difficult, 
challenging and present obstacles. However, if you 
believe in your dreams and never ever give up, things 
will turn out for the best.” Kheng Sheng’s passion for 
running started in his mid-thirties. He is lucky enough to 
enjoy every step of it with his friends and running mates 
from Kampong Runners and his supportive wife.  

Life is not a bed of roses for cancer survivor Gan 
Kok Boon, who is Managing Director at Accenture 
Singapore. Five years after his diagnosis, Kok Boon 
is still coping with various side effects from cancer 
treatments. But Kok Boon took all these in his stride, 
and now draws pleasure from activities such as 
jogging, cycling and fishing. To him, surviving cancer 
is not just about overcoming the ailment, but to 
boldly step out and live life the way you want it. Kok 
Boon wants to run in Relay Majulah, to encourage and 
inspire cancer survivors to be bold, make changes, 
and do something that they would be happy about. 

Lawrence Loh Teck Meng has always been cycling - 
for long distances and doing it for charity. In 2015, he 
was part of the 3-men team - ‘Melaka and Back in One 
Crack’, starting from Singapore and pedaling to and 
from the Malaysian town of Melaka in a single ride 
within 24 hours, covering 525km. As an ordinary man, 
he hopes through his endurance adventures, he can 
shine a light and do his part.  

Seah Kwang Hwee is an Assistant Vice President 
at A*ccelerate Technologie. His late mother was 
diagnosed with early stage lung cancer in July 
2012. Having soldiered on for six years, she finally 
moved on to a better resting place in May 2018. To 
commemorate Kwang Hwee’s late mum for her 
courage and resilience, he decided to do his part to 
support cancer patients by participating in the Hair-
For-Hope campaign in July 2019 and personally 
managed to raise $8,400. 

Relay Majulah starts on 2nd November 2019 and it 
happens to be Lawrence Leong’s mum’s birthday. 
It will be a good birthday present he can give to 
his mum this year, by raising funds for the less 
fortunate, and doing his part in building a more 
caring and inclusive society - living out acts of 
kindness as how she has taught him to be. He is one 
who is inspired by the daily acts of kindness he sees 
around him whether in the office or on the streets.  

Leslie Chew has been a supporter and a volunteer of 
Yellow Ribbon Project for over 10 years. His current 
job focuses on organising events that support 
women entrepreneurship. Despite the hectic 
schedules, he has not lost his focus on his family and 
his faith keeps him grounded with a strong sense 
of purpose in life. Through Relay Majulah, he hopes 
to advocate for a better tomorrow and a brighter 
future in the lives of many in our community. 

POH Li San 
Poh Li San was a former search and rescue 
helicopter pilot and is currently a planner for airport 
development. She was part of the Singapore Armed 
Forces (SAF) Humanitarian and Relief mission to 
Aceh following the Boxing Day Tsunami in 2004.  
Li San has seen a lot throughout the course of her 
career and maybe that’s why she is inspired by 
people who bounce back from the brink of death or 
failure and the indomitable human spirit.  
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Lionel is the partner of Fenghe Group and founder 
of Qiming Foundation in Singapore. As an avid 
marathoner, he has completed World Marathon 
Majors, 777 World Marathon Challenge, North Pole 
Marathon and Round-Taiwan-Island Ultra-Marathon 
(1045km). Lionel has always been passionate 
about charity events and he was the President 
of the Beijing Lions Clubs in 2008. Two charity 
photographic book about marathons supported 
by Lionel, <42.195& Beyond> and <1045 Run Taiwan 
Just Now>, have been published in Singapore and 
Taiwan. Lionel is also a sponsor for SportCares - 
Qiming Foundation Multi-Sport Programme which 
provides structured early-intervention for youths 
at risk to support their positive development and 
meaningful engagement with the mainstream 
community.

Lossini Jeyapandiyen is currently working in 
Deloitte as a Senior Marketing Executive. It was a 
different story for her as a national athlete trying to 
make ends meet. With almost no financial support, 
she had to work 2 to 3 jobs almost every other day, 
attend school and train at high intensity for years. 
She could have chosen to give up, but she told 
herself to press on. She is a believer that the values 
sports instil in one are immeasurable. Live a life with 
purpose, so that when you look back, you will have 
something to be proud of and call your own.

Marie Choo started running 5 years ago when a 
health scare served as a wake-up call for her to take 
charge of her health. She has gone from not being 
able to complete 2km, to completing a full marathon 
of 42.195km in 10 months. Her project, ‘I RUN FOR 
RESCUE DOGS’, started as a personal initiative, 
raising awareness and funds for no-kill dog shelters 
in Singapore, and Marie has personally raised over 
$80,000 in total to help these dogs in need. In her 
words: “Together, we can make our country a better 
place for our less fortunate countrymen.”

Lee Mei Hui’s life has not always been smooth 
sailing, and she has been through some difficult 
phases. She credits her supportive friends and 
family who never gave up on her. “There will be light 
at the end of the tunnel as long as I keep taking 
baby steps forward.” Mei Hui hopes that our society, 
as a whole, can be slower to judge, and instead seek 
empathy with the difficulties faced by individuals 
who have different needs may be going through. 

Michael Aw Yong tore his menisci in 2017 have to 
undergo surgery in January 2018. Despite losing 
50% strength in his right leg after the surgery and 
needed 6 months of rehabilitation, he never gave 
up on running. Today he is the President of the 
Gei Gei Running Club. Through his participation in 
Relay Majulah Michael wants to advocate running 
as a healthy lifestyle and is “counting” on everyone 
to play a part in giving back to the society.

Chiam Li Ping is a financial service professional, an 
avid marathoner and an ex-National dragon boater. 
Her running journey began as a coping mechanism 
for the loss of her beloved grandmother. This 
journey has taught her lessons which the classroom 
cannot teach, brought her to places that she has 
never been, experiences that she never would have 
imagined to experience and forging invaluable 
friendships with some of them. Li Ping is privileged 
to be part of Relay Majulah and have the chance to 
contribute through the sport that she loves. 

15 years ago, Linda Tan fought a hard battle against 
breast cancer. Her experience taught her to value 
her health and has been keeping fit by running 
and dragon boating regularly. To her, running is 
therapeutic; not only does it help her to relieve 
stress, it also allows her to reflect on her thoughts. 
This run will pose a challenge as Linda will need to 
run at a much faster pace than she is used to. But 
she is excited to come together with other runners 
to be part of Relay Majulah.

Having been diagnosed with thalassemia minor 
and flat foot before Luke Low entered into National 
Service, requires him to stop doing cardio-focus 
exercises like running. Ironically, it’s through 
running all these 17 years that helped better his 
condition and keeps him fitter than before. He is a 
believer that “individually, we may not count much 
but collectively, we can show the world what it 
means to be a Singaporean - people who truly love 
and care for one another.” 

It was not until 2008, after facing a major setback 
in life, Marinna started to think of what she would 
like to do and achieve, and not be too consumed 
by work. She decided to change her career to work 
in the non-profit sector. Even though Marinna is no 
longer with the organisation, her goal remains the 
same: To run to raise funds and create awareness 
for the NGOs that are in need of support and help. 

The best team does not always win - but will always 
be together to try. Meng Choon runs a software 
services practice Auguried Software. In between his 
career and family time for his wife and 3 children, 
he chills out regularly along running trails and 
on the volleyball courts and spends time sharing 
as a university educator and as a volunteer for 
community programs. He hopes to reach out to like-
minded individuals on our beloved island state and 
urge more to come forward to help one another.

Michael Hua is a banker specialising in wealth 
management for over 23 years. He started running 
since his National Service and he is able to complete 
full marathons in about 3 hours at age 50. To this day, 
he still serves in the NS, as he firmly believes that we 
must all do our best to protect our way of life and our 
loved ones. Being a Singaporean means Singapore is 
his home and his loved ones are here. 

Michael NGU 

Richardo CHUA 

Michael Ngu is an architect and President and 
CEO of Architects 61. When he was 5-years old, he 
contracted polio and became paralysed in both 
legs. In the recent inaugural Goh Chok Tong Enable 
Awards 2019, he was one of the 3 Achievement 
Awardees and had the honor to engage with both 
ESM Goh Chok Tong and President Halimah Yacob. 
President Halimah encouraged him to participate 
in the President’s Challenge. He shared that has 
participated in President’s Challenge initiatives 
under President Nathan’s period and hence, 
he is participating in Relay Majulah! It has been 
challenging for a disabled person to achieve and 
gain acceptance in society.  

Richardo Chua is the Group Managing Director of 
Adrenalin Group, an event management company. 
At Adrenalin, 30 percent of the employees have 
disabilities. Hiring persons with disabilities is a policy 
which Richardo Chua instituted from Day 1, and 
is part of the company’s culture and DNA. One of 
such employees is Michael Quek. In 2005, the self-
employed electrician and air-con installer suffered 
a stroke, which left him wheelchair-dependent. 
Michael’s positive outlook enabled him to look 
beyond his disability. After spending three years 
focused on his recovery, he took up a multimedia 
course at SPD, a local charity that helps people with 
disabilities to maximize their potential and integrate 
them into society. Richardo Chua, alongside with a 
team from Adrenalin Group, pushed Michael Quek 
in his wheelchair for the relay. They are running 
for a more inclusive Singapore, to advocate for 
inclusive employment, to raise awareness for social 
entrepreneurship and to show that each of us can all 
do a bit and collectively, we can do a lot.  
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Wang Mingchang is a medical doctor practising 
family medicine and sports medicine at a 
restructured hospital. As Singapore’s population 
ages and life expectancies increase, there will 
be more elderly patients with complex medical 
conditions and associated complications. It is not 
uncommon for such patients to have social and 
financial difficulties as well. Robust medical and 
social support services in the community are crucial 
in ensuring the well being of such patients and 
making sure they do not fall through the cracks. 
Funds raised from Relay Majulah can help them.

Cho Ming Xiu is currently the Founder and Executive 
Director of Campus PSY Limited, a ‘By Youths, 
For Youths’ non-profit organization, that aims to 
promote mental health awareness and peer support 
among youths and young adults in the schools and 
workplaces. His dreams would be that one day, 
we will be able to equip all young Singaporeans in 
the schools and the workplace, with basic mental 
health literacy and peer helping skills, so that they 
will be able to support fellow peers who might be 
in distress or struggling with mental health issues 
by providing a non-judgmental listening ear and 
empathize with their challenges. 

Sallehan is a full time regular with Singapore Civil 
Defence Force. His late daughter’s diagnosis with a 
brain tumour in September 2016 hit her family very 
hard. It is her fighting spirit that continues to serve 
as his source of inspiration and strength in life, for 
instance, his comeback races these days. Today, he 
has completed more than 35 full marathons and 
ultramarathons. Last but not least, growing up and 
living peacefully as one in the multi-racial society is 
the best thing to happen in this country, making 
himself a proud Singaporean.

Nazri Nasir is a former footballer from Singapore 
and was the captain of the Singapore national 
team from 1997 to 2003. He led the team to the 
1998 AFF Championship title and was a defensive 
midfielder known for his ‘combative, hard-running 
and ferocious tackling style’. Nazri retired as a player 
at the age of 37 in 2008. Today, he continues to be 
active in the community to inspire the younger 
generation to embrace sports and their passion. 

Lim Nghee Huat is a TV Producer and a Chinese 
current affairs editor at Mediacorp who has been 
running to raise funds for charity for 12 years. In 
his sixties, Nghee Huat took part in a 345km ultra-
marathon across Scotland on 18 - 22 August 2018. 
Nghee Huat is well-known in the running circles 
across Singapore, with one of his most notable ultra-
marathons being his 2,500km in 50 days Challenge 
to celebrate Singapore’s 50th birthday in 2015. 

Ming Ham is a Risk Management Consultant and 
Lecturer, as well as a professional photographer 
and videographer. He is the founder of wow2wow.
com and started running around 2013. However, he 
had to stop running for 3 years due to very serious 
plantar fasciitis (PF) issues. Seeing master athletes 
(especially those over 60 years old) running strongly 
and keeping fit inspires him. His proudest moment 
in his life was representing Singapore in the Asia 
Masters track & field events and his dream is to win 
medals at International events. 

Hanifa participates in Relay Majulah to raise 
awareness on the importance of fostering racial 
and religious harmony in Singapore. He is a 
representative of Roses of Peace - a ground-up youth 
driven initiative that aims to build bridges between 
faith & non-faith communities, foster interfaith 
appreciation and nurture youth leaders of tomorrow 
- their aim is to raise awareness amongst young 
Singaporeans like himself, to care about the cohesive 
future of Singapore. 

Muhammad Shah Feroz is a Physical Education 
and Math teacher as well as an Athletics coach. He 
represented Singapore in 2015 SEA Games in 3000m 
steeplechase and clocked a personal best of 9min 
42sec. Being an avid runner, Shah wishes to spread 
the message that diabetes can be easily beaten by 
adopting an active lifestyle. He is running in Relay 
Majulah in hopes of showing that we can actually 
prevent diabetes, and in fact for those affected, delay 
diabetic-related complications.

If you’ve ever spotted someone in a Spiderman 
suit at races, which could very well be Neyton Tan. 
That’s his alter ego. Besides running, Neyton had also 
completed cycling 1,000km to raise funds for the 
National Kidney Foundation and swam 288 laps for 
charity at Safra Swim for Hope. He felt like he was at 
the bottom of the pits when a local university rejected 
him, the one thought that kept running through 
his mind was, “The only way left is up”. He pulled 
himself together and completed his undergraduate 
studies and a Master’s degree. He joins this event is 
to let everyone know that no matter how flawed or 
imperfect you are, you can still make a difference in 
other people’s lives.

Nicholas Rachmadi, a Singapore Sports School 
student and decorated triathlete, initially started out 
as a swimmer.  
His nickname ‘Corridor Runner’ came about when 
he revealed that he was not allowed to train with 
the school’s track and field team but improvised by 
training along the relatively open school corridors. In 
June of 2019, he earned a SEA Games nomination for 
the duathlon mixed team relay after finishing first 
during trials organised by the Triathlon Association 
of Singapore. The aspiring surgeon reveals that he 
balances his time between training and his studies 
by focusing on one activity at a time.

Nick LOW 

Nicole LEE

Nick Low is an advertising specialist. He feels 
blessed that he is able to contribute to charity 
through his passion, which is running. His 2 sons 
are sprinters and they represent their schools in 
many tournaments. Their common interest in 
running allows them to spend more time together 
and bonds them stronger as a family.  “May our 
“kampong spirit” brings the community together 
regardless of race and religion, to work as ONE to 
build our people, our nation.”

Nicole Lee is a Project Director in a clinical research 
organisation, as well as a breast cancer survivor. 
In 2014, she was diagnosed with Stage 2 Triple-
Negative Breast Cancer and had treatment for 1 
year, with her sister being diagnosed with Stage 3C 
breast cancer. She currently volunteers with many 
cancer survivors with Lymphedema. Nicole decided 
to represent to Breast Cancer Foundation to inspire 
cancer survivors to beat cancer. She has been 
running marathons for 9 years, and did a double 
marathon in Antarctica and Chile in January of 2019.

Norman Ng is a Partner Manager for Government, 
Politics and Advocacy at Facebook. Norman hopes 
to raise greater awareness for children with special 
needs, as they require more effort and strength 
to go about their daily lives. In his words, “there is 
more that we can do to provide lifelong support and 
encouragement to them and their caregivers.” Life 
is a journey, and his run symbolizes that he will be 
alongside our special need companions and friends 
every step of the journey. 

Norman NG 
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Paul TAN 

Peter LOONG 

TAN Poh Kiang

Raymond HOWE

Patricvk TAN 

Paul YEW

SIM Phei Sunn 

Radeem RAHMAN 

Raymond LIM 

Raymond LIM 

Richard KOH 

Before joining the National Arts Council, where 
Paul Tan currently serves as Deputy CEO, he 
was a broadcast journalist and also worked at 
the Singapore Tourism Board, rolling out public 
campaigns. His involvement in the Singapore arts 
scene - as programmer, administrator, and writer 
or simply as a member of the audience - spans 
years. Today, he claims that he ‘remains energized 
by the NAC’s mission in championing diverse and 
distinctive arts that inspire our people, connect 
communities and position Singapore globally’. Mr 
Tan believes that it is meaningful to push ourselves 
to do new things, break new limits, and get out of 
our comfort zones, for a good cause and for others. 

Peter Loong is a civil servant and a grassroots leader 
serving as Community Sports Club Chairman 
in Jalan Kayu. He has completed more than 50 
marathons running barefoot and still counting. One 
of his proudest moments was that he completed 
Sundown Marathon 84km barefoot. He hopes to 
create awareness of the benefits and importance of 
leading a healthy lifestyle and that our contributions, 
no matter how small, when multiplied by millions of 
people, can transform the world.

Tan Poh Kiang is a family doctor and is also the 
president for HCA, which is Singapore’s largest 
home hospice care provider and has been a 
registered charity since 1989. The organisation 
provides comfort and support to patients with 
life-limiting illnesses regardless of age, religion, 
ethnicity, nationality and financial status. Poh Kiang 
journeyed with his brother who had liver cancer 
in 2018 - his brother died in less than 5 months. 
He turned to running as his time for worship and 
prayer; for confession and reflection - running is his 
therapy and his pleasure. 

Raymond Howe, a second time cancer patient, 
is racing to conquer cancer. 19 years ago, what 
started as a malignant skin cancer developed into 
advanced stage and spread to his brain and left 
lung. Today, Raymond has participated in over 
200 triathlons, marathons, Ironmans, swims and 
cycling races while working as a COO of a real estate 
investment and hospitality company. Having faced 
cancer twice, he navigates the journey to recovery 
like how he would in his endurance races: not 
letting fear and anxiety cloud his mind. To this day, 
he still kept his suicide note as a reminder that God 
has given him a new lease of life for a reason, and 
he hopes that through this participation in Relay 
Majulah, the act of generosity and kindness can be 
instilled in every Singaporean’s heart.

Raymond Lim has been in the electronics industry 
for over 20 years, and starting running 5 years ago 
after 15 years of having an inactive lifestyle. From a 
naïve overweight ‘uncle’ runner struggling with a 5 
Kilometre distance walk-run race to becoming the 
Champion at Cameroon Ultra (Cultra) 2019’s 55km 
Veteran Category, he dedicates this to everyone out 
there, that dreams do come true if one is willing to 
believe and work hard towards it.
To Raymond, running is a gifted ability and being 
given this opportunity to participate in Relay 
Majulah is nothing less than an honour.

Since young, Patricvk Tan had always been falling 
sick and he envies others who are able to run, play 
and are healthy. Hence, when he was in Secondary 
school, he joined the Scouts to strengthen his 
fitness. His granny always tells him that if it’s possible 
for others, it’s possible for him.  He feels that there 
are so many people who were born without limbs 
and yet with their indomitable spirit, they are able 
to do so much more.  

An entrepreneur who never succumbs to failure, 
Paul Yew lives by a quote by Ralph Waldo Emerson: 
“For every minute you are angry, you lose sixty 
seconds of happiness.’’  A versatile creature, Paul 
wears many hats; he is an interior designer, DJ, 
policeman, hairdresser... Running is one of his 
passions, and he is excited to leverage on his 
capabilities to help those in need. Paul believes 
all Singaporeans should play our part to help our 
fellow citizens in need. 

A civil servant and endurance athlete, Sim Phei 
Sunn was first introduced to mountaineering 15 
years ago. Back when Phei Sunn first started, she 
gave herself an audacious goal of climbing Mount 
Everest. Though her hardwork and determination, 
Phei Sunn successfully managed to summit 
Mount Everest in 2014! Inspired by ordinary people 
breaking out of stereotypes to achieve their dreams, 
Phei Sunn hopes that with all the other runners in 
Relay Majulah, they can collectively make an impact 
on the lives of beneficiaries and bring them a step 
closer to their dreams.

Radeem Rahman is one of Singapore’s first 
professional combat sports athletes. Today, he 
is Singapore’s First Pro-MMA Hero fighting in 
ONE Championship. He has countless local and 
international wins for Muay Thai, MMA and Brazilian 
Jiu-Jitsu, just to name a few. All these achievements 
were not without blood and tears. Radeem had 
suffered from broken fingers and ligament injuries 
in both knees.  Due to his past ligament injuries, 
long distance running is definitely a challenge for 
Radeem. He is hoping to inspire people to strive for 
success and to see failure as a motivation instead of 
feeling discouraged.

A Sales Executive in the semiconductor industry, 
Raymond Lim was overweight, at 80kg, and suffered 
from high cholesterol. In 2015 he was determined 
to start light jogging and eating more healthily to 
bring his weight down, and succeeded; within 6 
months his weight dropped to 65 Kilograms. It is 
a challenge for Raymond to not only run in Relay 
Majulah, but complete it, but he is determined to do 
so, for a good case. 

To Richard Koh, running is a way to keep his heart 
beating so that he can continue to render help to 
people who need it. He hopes to impact the lives 
of people and hopefully more can come forward to 
help fellow Singaporeans. Join us and take the first 
step to impact lives of people.

Ronald DENG 

Losing his father to a heart attack and with his mum 
currently a heart bypass patient, led Ronald Deng 
to realise the importance of staying healthy. Ronald 
started working out and fell in love with participating 
in Spartan Races after being introduced to the sport 
in 2016.  As a financial planner, Ronald’s goal is not 
just to solve financial burdens for his friends and 
clients but also able to inspire them to keep fit and 
enjoy the fruits of their good health.

Saravanan TABETHU 

Saravanan will be representing Singapore Master 
Track and Field Association (SMTFA) in Relay 
Majulah. As a Singaporean, he has always been 
proud to be in this special place where it is safe and 
offers ample opportunities. As a running as well as 
a life coach, running, is part of his lifestyle where he 
keeps his physical body, mind and soul intact. His 
health advice : Prioritise your health and you before 
all else.” For Relay Majulah, he is running to make 
progress in the lives of others. 
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GOH Seow Wei 

Shariff ABDULLAH

Shirley CHANDRA

OH Siew May 

LIM SIN SOON 

TEO Ser Luck

Sherry SOON

TENG Shi Xuan 

KUO Simin 

GAN Siow Huang 

Goh Seow Wei was not at the peak of his health, 
both mentally and physically, in his earlier years. 
Over time, he slowly realized that this sedentary 
lifestyle was causing him to stagnate, even in my 
mindset and attitude towards life in general. That 
was when he first encountered the quote, “I am the 
master of my fate and the captain of my soul” by 
William Ernest Henley. Seow Wei hopes to inspire 
and empower others to take charge of their own 
actions, make a change to better themselves and 
the lives of others. 

Born without a left foot, Shariff Abdullah had 
to endure all sorts of taunting and snide looks 
during his childhood. Things got better when he 
was able to walk thanks to the use of a prosthetic 
leg. Inspired by South African athlete Oscar 
Pistorius, a double below-knee amputee and six-
time Paralympic sprint champion, Shariff became 
Singapore’s very own Blade Runner. Shariff is now a 
full-time athlete and motivational speaker. “Life has 
been challenging because of my disability but that 
doesn’t stop me from pursuing my dreams.”

The Vice President in the Know-Your-Customer 
and Due Diligence Department in the Asia Pacific 
region for a French Bank, Shirley Chandra was born 
and raised in Indonesia. She has been very active 
in sports, joining many school competitive events 
such as running and swimming, and even served as 
female team captain for the basketball team.  Living 
in this beautiful country for 21 years which she 
now calls Home, it has always been one of Shirley’s 
dreams to use her passion in sports to change the 
lives of others.  

Due to an injury of the brain before, during, or in 
the first few months of birth, Oh Siew May was born 
with cerebral palsy, a disorder that affects muscular 
control and body moments. She has problems 
controlling some body moments and her speech is 
not clear as it is difficult to pronounce some words.  
Not one to surrender to her physical handicap, she 
managed to scale Mt Kinabalu in Sabah, Malaysia, 
one of the tallest mountains in southeast Asia in 
2005. She also wrote a book about the walls she had 
come up against, and had to scale or break down, to 
live a full life. Apart from her disability, she also faced 
family tragedies, social prejudice, and many personal 
challenges; the greatest of which is her own fear. 
By sharing her story, Siew May hopes to encourage 
other disabled to find light in their lives as she did. 

Lim Sin Soon suffered from pneumonia in June 
2018 and was out of action for 6 months. He started 
his training again after recovering from the sickness. 
Today, he is back to running and is also able to share 
his experience with other runners so that they may 
improve too. Sin Soon is always passionate to share his 
running experience and knowledge with runners that 
have expressed their interest to improve and progress. 

Teo Ser Luck is an entrepreneur and Singapore 
Member of Parliament. He was a former Minister 
of State and a Mayor. Ser Luck spends his time 
building businesses. His ventures are technology 
related in the areas of finance, education, food, 
hardware, general commodities, sports, fitness and 
event management. Despite a hectic schedule, 
Ser Luck works out daily and actively participates 
in sports such as football, triathlons, marathons 
and has completed 5 full Ironman distance races. 
He is happy to do his part in helping those in need 
and champion change in the lives of many so that 
together, we can build a nation that truly cares.

Sherry Soon has been a special needs educator for 
over a decade, and in 2017 she founded a ground-
up volunteering group, Be Kind SG, reaching out to 
‘less visible’ communities such as adults and seniors 
with special needs. Since 2000, Sherry is on lifetime 
medication and cannot run, walk, or even stand for 
prolonged periods of time. 4 years ago, Sherry met 
her husband, Yingkai. He said he will be her ‘legs’ 
and she would be ‘his ears’.  Through their shared 
participation in Relay Majulah, Sherry and Yingkai 
hope to raise awareness of all kinds of invisible 
disabilities and medical conditions, and seek for 
more understanding and empathy in our society 
and nation.
*Chen Yingkai ran on behalf of Sherry Soon.

Teng Shi Xuan works as a Software Engineer and 
when he was a Normal Technical (NT) student, he 
faced many criticisms during those years. Those days 
were the most challenging times of his life but at the 
end of the day, he believes that if we persevere till 
the end of each challenge, the results will always be 
rewarding. As a volunteer himself, he coaches people 
from Special Olympics of Singapore on distance 
running. He hopes our society can accept our friends 
with special needs and disabilities and take a step 
further to embrace them for whom they are.

Simin Kuo has 2 loves - Singapore and running. In 
2010, Simin sustained serious injuries after being 
knocked down by a bus. Despite doctors giving her 
a mere 30% chance of survival, Simin pulled through 
and managed to miraculously recover from her 
injuries. She continued training even harder after 
being advised to give up on running as it would be 
too tough. Now Simin is thankful that she didn’t give 
up on herself; her love for running is strong enough 
to keep her going every day. 

Holding the distinction of being Singapore’s first 
female General, Brigadier General (BG) Gan Siow 
Huang is definitely someone who inspires not only 
respect, but awe as well, and currently serves as the 
Republic of Singapore Air Force’s (RSAF) Chief Of Staff.  
She had many key appointments, from being in charge 
of Air Power Generation Command, Air Surveillance 
and Control Group, and even the commanding officer 
of the 203rd Squadron! A proud mother of three, as 
well as a volunteer with the Girl Guides Singapore, 
Siow Huang is inspired by the commitment of the NS 
and regular personnel of the Singapore Armed Forces, 
whose role it is to defend Singapore.

Srividya VIDYASAGAR 

Steffan FUNG

Vidya (Srividya Vidyasagar) was born and raised 
in Mumbai but Singapore is now her home. 
Participating in sports, especially running at a very 
young age, brought the discipline in her to get 
better at her studies and be a team player. More 
importantly, it has taught her to fail with dignity 
and get right back at it stronger the next time. 
Participating in the Relay Majulah is a challenge 
for Vidya as she had a major knee surgery in 2006. 
However with training for months, she successfully 
completed her leg.

Steffan Fung, a Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) 
Special Forces officer-turned-sports entrepreneur, 
is the founder and CEP of ELXR and Superfit 
Global. Steffan himself is an avid runner, and has 
organised various races across Asia while serving 
as International Spartan Race Director some years 
back. He is strongly committed to the vision of 
Living Better Stronger Together and hopes to 
inspire more people to live by this vision through his 
participation in Relay Majulah. 
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KOH Suan Lam

LIM Teck Yin 

HO Wee San, 
Terence

Thomas LIM 

Veera SEKARAN 

Vincent CHAN 

Takalah TAN 

Terence CHIEW

Terence QUEK 

PHUA Tien Beng 

Victor CHAN 

Vincent CHIA 

Koh Suan Lam is a Physical Education (PE) teacher 
in the Ministry of Education. He always shares with 
his students that the purpose of PE is to learn the 
various skills for the different games and enjoy a 
lifetime of active healthy living! Being involved in 
President’s Challenge has always been one of his 
to-do list items. Living in a multi-racial and multi-
cultural society, Suan Lam feels that we should 
also appreciate things that we have in life and help 
support those who are in greater need than us. 

Lim Teck Yin has amassed 38 years of experience 
in the public sector since Singapore Armed 
Forces (SAF). In 2011, he assumed the role as the 
CEO of Sports Singapore and now he plays an 
instrumental role in organising and fronting 
Singapore’s involvement in various international 
sporting events including the Olympics.To Teck 
Yin, sports is a platform for us to live our best life. 
“We all learn to take everything in stride if there are 
people around us who care enough to be a source 
of encouragement, inspiration and support.”

Terence is a Nominated Member of Parliament 
and also the Executive Director of the Singapore 
Chinese Orchestra. 
Terence feels proud to be a Singaporean and hope 
to see the community dare to try, dare to create, 
dare to contribute and dare to make Singapore a 
better place for our next generation. Above it all, he 
urges us to dare to change the world and to build 
lives for the better, so that no one gets left behind 
in our society.

Thomas Lim has been volunteering for the past 8 
years and has been able to witness many who are 
less fortunate - old and young and are struggling 
every day. Without these charities, he can’t fathom 
how these less fortunate cope with their daily lives 
will. He invites all to make a donation which will be 
greatly appreciated, ensuring the less fortunate will 
be taken care of. Every dollar counts, likewise the 
every step he makes during the relay. 

Veerasekaran was just five when his father died of 
an illness. His mother worked as a nanny to support 
the family. Despite having to juggle his studies 
with a job, Veera won a place at NUS and lawyer 
Haridass Ajaib offered to pay his fees and told him 
to pay it forward to others who need help. Today, the 
father of two is the founder of Greenology. He pays 
it forward by hiring former convicts, helping the 
elderly and children with special needs. His story 
was one of the 5 featured films during NDP 2018. 

Running has inspired Vincent Chan to become 
stronger and better every day. There are a lot of 
hardships but this is a journey worth pursuing as he 
learns to become a better person. The President’s 
Star Charity inspires Vincent to do the same for 
the society. “Let’s make a society where people 
realize their potential and take a personal interest 
in building a stronger and better Singapore. Thank 
you President!”

A very athletic individual, Takalah had been very 
involved in sports. Unfortunately, he met with a 
horrific accident in 1994, losing half of his memory 
capacity, and all of his memories. He needed to 
relearn even basic skills, such as speech. “I lost my 
career, my love, my coveted career, my past life.” 
From needing to relearn how to speak, in six years, 
he became a qualified teacher, and later earned 
a Masters of Public Health. On top of that, after 
an operation on his right shin, he even ran a full 
marathon! Though he is living with multiple post-
traumatic stress deficits, he says that, “I will run a 
good time for the noble cause of Relay Majulah!”

Terence Chiew is the Director of Innovation and 
Enterprise in Anglo-Chinese School (Independent). 
He suffered from acute hypertension in the past 
and managed to overcome it through proper diet 
and healthy lifestyle. Running slowly became part 
of his life and through it, it changed the way he 
looks at the world and who he is. Recently, through 
some coincidence, he was given the chance to start 
serving the community with some friends. Through 
this experience, he got to know that there are many 
fellow Singaporeans who are in need. 

Terence Quek wrote this purpose statement for 
himself when he was 20: “To make a positive 
impact”. 20 years down the road, he still lives by that 
purpose statement through active volunteerism 
and by championing for causes he believes in. 2 
years ago, Terence lost his mother to cancer and 
along with it an inspirational role model in his life 
that shaped him into becoming the person he is 
today. Terence conquered 10km within an hour 
in honour of his mum and to raise awareness for 
cancer and the resources available to caregivers.

Born bow-legged and flat-footed, Phua Tien Beng 
overcame his very poor physical ergonomics to 
become a regular runner and a finisher of 3 full 
marathons. He hopes his story will encourage more 
people to pick up running.Now the CEO of Parkway 
Pantai Limited, Singapore, Tien Beng attributes his 
success to the meritocratic society in Singapore. He 
also hopes that those that have had the opportunity 
to develop and growth themselves should give 
back to society and lend a helping hand to others 
by paying it forward. 

Victor Chan, 64 – a swimming pool supervisor and 
competing triathlete who is a member of Team Strong 
Silvers. Team Strong Silvers is a senior citizens health and 
fitness interest group that came together in October 
2013, with the primary objective of encouraging senior 
citizens to age actively, and the younger generation to 
invest in their health earlier in life. 
By showing a local senior citizen performing the 
moves, the users experience ready identification and 
enhanced learning, and Victor is deeply proud of that.

Vincent Chia, PBM, is a grassroots leader that has 
been reaching out to communities living in rental 
flats. Grown up in a kampong, ‘kampong spirit’ is 
very important to Vincent.  Running 10km at one go 
is a challenge to him as he was unable to run 200m 
without feeling exhausted. With this challenge at 
hand, he hopes to train and be able to conquer his leg 
of Relay Majulah while raising money to help the less 
fortunate.

Vincent LIM 

Vincent Lim started volunteering with his family, 
about 10 years ago, distributing rice and bread 
to the underprivileged mainly the lower income 
families. Heeding the call to reach out and help 
more, Vincent’s family and himself, went on and 
served as volunteers to one of the Nursing Homes in 
Singapore. He strongly believes that volunteerism is 
necessary as it bridges divides, unites people and 
brings sunshine to the lives of many. 200
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CHAN Wei Hsien 

Wendy LIM 

HUANG Xiufang

TEO Yen Kai 

CHOY Yongcong

Yvonne LIM 

POON Zi Li 

LIM Wee Kiak 

LIM Wei Jie 

TAN Whee Boon 

KUAN Yee Han 

CHENG Yong Yuen 

Yuvan MOHAN 

LIU Zhiyong

Running always holds a special place in Chan Wei 
Hsien’s heart. In his teenage years, he discovered that, 
while he couldn’t run as fast as his classmates, he was 
able to run further than most of them. This led him to 
representing his school in several distance runs and 
even winning medals! As a member of Singapore 
Masters Track and Field Association, Wei Hsien hopes 
to continue running for as long as he can and he 
hopes to show everyone that age is just a number, if 
you try hard enough, nothing is impossible.

Wendy Lim is currently working in MINDS (Movement 
for the Intellectually Disabled of Singapore), one of the 
oldest and largest non-governmental organisations 
catering to the needs of the Intellectually Disabled 
in Singapore since 1962. Her spouse, who is visually 
handicapped, has been a great challenge for her. 
Being a caregiver, she has to cope between work 
and family, as well as her emotional well-being. She 
believes that such challenges can be overcome as 
long as long as we do not give up hope. 

Huang Xiufang is an Admin Officer in an Educational 
Institution. She loves running but needs to balance her 
time at work, family, running and other activities that 
she loves to do. Whenever she completes a challenging 
run, it made her realised that she can set new limits, 
one step at a time. Through her participation in Relay 
Majulah, she hopes to inspire more people to step out 
of their comfort zone, encourage people in need to 
overcome their challenges.

Teo Yen Kai is the youngest Singaporean to scale 
Mount Everest in 2 June 2005 at the age of 24 and 
as part of NUS Centennial Team. He is also appointed 
as one of the Master Trainers for Fatburn Extreme 
program in Singapore. Born and raised in Singapore, 
Yen Kai is proud to call Singapore his ‘home’.  As one 
of the 200 runners, Yen Kai hopes to be able to help 
others by bringing smiles to their faces.

Choy Yongcong currently works as a Deputy Director 
at EDB and previously served as Commanding 
Officer of 2SIR, Staff Officer in the Ministry of Defence 
and Chairman of Show Management for NDP 2018. 
Once abused, homeless, broken and nursed his 
dying mother, he counts himself blessed to have 
loving hearts, understanding minds and helping 
hands all around him - to help him get up, to help 
him get through. Not everyone has that fortune 
to have care and support around them, and that 
inspires him to give back wherever he can, even in 
little gestures, in little ways.  

Yvonne Lim a full time working mum of 4 kids and 
started running marathons since 2015 and to-date 
has completed 12 marathons. She is very thankful 
for the good family support she gets so she can 
focus a large part of her spare time on her training, 
and achieving what she never thought she could 
achieve in her running. She hopes that through this 
fund raising effort, she is able to lessen the pain and 
struggles of the less fortunate.

Poon Zi Li is a teacher with the Ministry of Education 
and was also a national representative for Traditional 
Boat Racing at the SEA Games from 2005 to 2008. An 
unfortunate accident took away the lives of 5 of his dear 
teammates but he is proud to have been in the same 
boat with them and will always cherish the memories 
they had together in and outside of the boat. He is 
also very proud of his wife who is a 2 times SEA games 
representative in the Marathon. Zi Li has been inspired 
by many runners he has met, heard of and whose life 
stories ignite the fire in the human spirit.

Lim Wee Kiak is an eye doctor and a Member of 
Parliament. He is an eye doctor with green fingers as he 
likes gardening and growing plants. Through service 
to his patients, to the community and nation, he has 
learned and grew. Wee Kiak feels that it is a great honor 
to participate in Relay Majulah, a historic bicentennial 
relay in support of President’s Challenge. His dreams 
and hopes are similar to many fellow Singaporeans - to 
keep our little red dot shining bright and provide our 
future generations with an even better Singapore. 

Lim Wei Jie started his company, Foreword Coffee, in 
2017, during his NUS days. Foreword Coffee is a social 
enterprise with a big heart, working with people 
with disabilities and special needs, such as autism, 
mild intellectual disabilities, deafness, cerebral palsy, 
and those recovering from mental health issues. The 
company trains and hires them for its cafes, teaching 
them barista skills and giving them confidence to work 
in a cafe setting. He wanted differently-abled people 
to be frontline service crews, thereby increasing their 
interaction with the public, with the aim of reducing 
the social stigma towards them.

Tan Whee Boon was a gas plant technician before 
his leg amputation and his duty was to ensure that 
the gas system runs smoothly without failures to our 
customers. As a quad amputee, Whee Boon is glad to 
have had the opportunity to try out swimming, rock 
climbing, table-tennis, scuba-diving, sitting volleyball, 
wheelchair-fencing and wheelchair rugby. It was 
wheelchair rugby that called out to him and that sport 
keeps him moving forward. He counts himself blessed 
to be able to live each day, do volunteering and give 
back to the society. 

Kuan Yee Han has been researching and promoting 
discussion on ageing with youths through the 
classes and workshops that he conducts at the 
university. Yee Han is currently championing for the 
younger population to have deep conversations with 
our pioneer generations in Singapore and create 
awareness on how individuals can have an impact to 
make Singapore a better place for people of all ages. 
Through Relay Majulah, he will be running to inspire 
people to not think of ageing as a burden but a process 
of growth that we can all embrace.

Avid Singaporean Ultra Marathon runner Cheng Yong 
Yuen, 43, ran 2,500km in 50 days, from April to June 
last year. Together with fellow ultra runner Lim Nghee 
Huat, the duo had then ended their 2,500km running 
feat - by lighting the SEA Games torch on the last day 
of their epic run. Ordinary people can accomplish 
extraordinary feats. Yuen Cheng believes that anyone 
can succeed if he or she works hard enough, and 
perseveres through obstacles and setbacks that come 
along the way. 

Yuvan Mohan, who won the Inspiring Youth award at 
the 5th Silent Heroes Award in 2018, has been deeply 
involved with the National Youth Council, and served as 
chief curator at Young Change Makers, a NYC initiative.  
A banking professional by training, Yuvan has served 
the community for the last two decades. The spirit of 
volunteerism runs deeply in Yuvan, who learnt quickly 
about taking on responsibilities, as he grew up as an only 
child in a single-parent family.  “Volunteers are a unique 
breed of individuals”, Yuvan said, “who serve quietly and 
willingly, and often their contributions go unnoticed”. 

Participating in Relay Majulah hits close to home for 
Liu Zhiyong, an operations director and co-founder of 
JustRunLah!. 
Running helps in coping with challenges and stress 
and enables him to relate to and connect with people, 
and to establish peace and harmony from within. It is 
a sport that constantly challenges one’s determination, 
discipline and dedication.  

200

RUNNERS
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When I was asked to run, the first thing that came to my 

mind was what if I ran too slowly and I might be slowing 

down the team. Just run with my best abilities for charities. 

I told myself!

I saw the strong helping the weak. 

I saw the true human touch.  

I saw the power of love and care which 

demonstrated how actually we can be united 

no matter who you are. 

I  really hope people can see the goodness of inclusion 

through Relay Majulah, so that more jobs opportunity will 

be open for the special needs. We may have some form of 

disabilities but given an opportunity, we can also make a 

difference to the society! 

“Normal” or “special”, together we can create miracle. I am 

really proud of being part of this amazing journey. 

— Oh Siew May

unners’ 
WordsR



2019 Relay Majulah is the first of its kind in Singapore. Even though I am only covering 

1% of the total relay distance, I know that the other runners are counting on me while I 

am counting on them for the other 99% of the work. This team effort reflects the nature 

of the saying “One for All, and All for One.” I believe this community fundraising effort 

will contribute greatly to build a better Singapore for generations to come. 

The best is yet to be!

— Ansgar Cheng
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I am proud to be a Singaporean and 

hope to see the community dare to 

try, dare to create, dare to contribute 

and dare to make Singapore a better 

place for our next generation. It is also 

important to dare to dream and be 

courageous to press on in chasing 

after your dreams. Above it all, let’s 

dare to change the world and to build 

lives for the better, so that no one gets 

left behind in our society. 

— Terence Ho

It’s a very meaningful opportunity to contribute towards Singapore’s 

bicentennial celebration and to raise funds for less fortunate fellow 

Singaporeans. It is especially meaningful that runners with special needs 

and who have overcome challenging adversities in life are also part of 

Relay Majulah. Other than that, I got to know a lot of friends from all 

walks of life, like Siew May, Jin Kian and his parents, Sherry…

The final month when everyone just turned on the fire in the belly, we 

went all out to raise funds, ran our best timings and supported each 

other spontaneously! That’s the embodiment of the Relay Majulah Spirit!

Dedication, determination, passion, teamwork and mutual support!  

They are infectious!

— Poh Li San
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It’s for a meaningful cause and a chance to be part of a 

team to complete the whole course of 2,000km. 

A good start! We should encourage more of business 

community to support a charitable cause through effort 

and inspire others to follow suit. Many aspects of the event 

impressed me but the most would be my running partner, 

Benny, his wife, Sherina and our guide, Hairi ! They were 

my stars and without them I would not have been able to 

complete the course within target time.  

Ps. Ada takes awesome photos ! 

— Teo Ser Luck

Sherina and I were excited and honored to be part of this relay, 

partnering with Teo Ser Luck our 20km journey from Pasir Ris to 

Yishun on 10th Nov, 4am. More awesome friendships were forged 

along the way with Dzulhairi Ayi, Ada, Bilson and Ming Ham, created 

an awe-inspiring team spirited atmosphere, with an adrenalin rush 

that spurred us to achieve excellence! We were fascinated that the 

power of human empathy, leading to our collective actions, focus, 

perseverance, hope and empowerment that made Relay Majulah 

an awesome success!

— Sherina       Benny Goh
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Birthdays are never important to me since it happens every year.  But it seemed like 

turning 50 is quite a milestone by being a part of Relay Majulah.  Every morning, I 

would wake up knowing that distance had been covered, evidenced by the many 

new messages and photographs in the Whatsapp chat group.  And it would hit 

me then and again during that period that at that very moment, someone was 

out there running. I was overwhelmed when I hit the mid-point, having raised 51% 

of the S$5,000 target assigned to me within a decent period of time.  It is truly 

amazing how people can make things happen for a good cause when they come 

together with the correct attitude.  These wholesome people are a strong booster 

in a world that seems to be getting more toxic every day.

— Diana Ng

Relay Majulah was a fantastic ground 

up effort that rallied the community to 

do something special. The participants 

benefited by making more friends and 

improving their fitness as they trained 

for the relay, the donors had a chance 

to give back to the community and the 

charities received badly needed funding.  

I was impressed by the resilience shown 

by participants, ranging from the less 

able ones such as Siew May who tried 

their very best to run several km despite 

physical disability to the elite runners 

who clocked amazing times in the 

afternoon heat to keep us on schedule. 

I was also delighted to see various 

participants stepping up to help others 

during the relay such as Dr. Ansgar 

Cheng and Ah Siao who paced other 

runners almost on a daily basis, as well 

as Ramesh Thaarumaru who stepped in 

to fill another runner’s 2am slot barely a 

few hours ahead of time.  

— Chan Wei Hsien 

200 
HOURS
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I was diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy when I was 3 months 

old. My mother was my main caregiver. She passed away 

when I graduated from CPAS. I learnt to be independent 

and to take care of myself.  I’m now serving as a cashier 

and a deliveryman. I feel proud of my current delivery job. 

When my customers thank me, it makes me very happy. 

They also looked happy when they see me.

I am happy to be able to raise funds to charity through 

Relay Majulah. I am honoured to give back to the society 

to help those in need. I also made a lot of good friends 

in Relay Majulah. I hope to inspire other people with 

Cerebral Palsy, showing them that they can do it too!

— Alson Wang

You can do it TOO !
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Throughout these 9 months of preparation and over 9 
days of 24 hours non-stop relay, I see love, compassion, 
determination and miracles. I’m deeply touched by 
the Relay Majulah committee team who worked 
effortlessly in the detailed planning in everything. 
I was also inspired to see all runners with different 
abilities who are so supportive towards this relay, 
giving their best to run despite their health conditions 
and limitations. The amount of donations that the 200 
runners had raised was truly impressive. To me, that’s a 
miracle. Nothing is impossible.

— Jackie Chionh
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Nov 10th 2019, the final 
day of Relay Majulah is 

Sharriff’s birthday as well!

It was a great pleasure to be part of the Relay 

Majulah running to raise funds for the 67 

beneficiaries which was supported by the 

President’s Challenge. Running 10km with 

my buddy Chew Men Leong and supporters 

is full of amazing because we’re running 

together under the same 7mins pace. We 

finished strong! 

Life has been challenging because of my 

disability but that doesn’t stop me from 

pursuing my dreams.  

— Shariff Abdullah

Happy 

Birthday

Sharriff — The Blade Runner of Singapore
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It’s so good to be able support my son Hoong Wei as he ran in 

Relay Majulah to help raise fund for 67 charities supported by 

the President’s Challenge 2019.

— Wong Leong JeamMr. Wong Hoong Wei came to take photos for Relay Majulah 

which made the difference between a good and a great race!

I was initially uncomfortable as I had little 

experience raising funds but figured that there 

was nothing to lose. As the date of the relay drew 

closer and I got more involved and informed 

about the efforts, I was pleasantly surprised by 

how much initiative all the runners were taking 

in both training and fund raising. I also began to 

appreciate how complex and difficult the entire 

operation was going to be. 

Alone we can only do so much,  

However as the relay swung into action I 

realized that what seemed impossible at first 

was slowly taking shape day by day, both in 

terms of running distance covered and funds 

raised. Some ran fast and some ran slower, some 

raised more funds and some a little less, but all 

in all both the run wand fund raising targets 

were achieved and exceeded. It validates the 

philosophy that alone we can only do so much, 

but together we can do so much more!

— Wong Hoong Wei

but TOGETHER we can do so much MORE!
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Simply pass baton to the next runners - reminisce primary 

school days’, never had it crossed my thoughts I could be one 

of the participants in Relay Majulah charity event. I am not only 

blessed and honoured, rather extremely thrills to be part of an 

extraordinary and unprecedented great cause to help raise 

funds and get to know 199 great humanities. 

What makes Relay Majulah distinctive is the integration and 

inclusiveness formation of 200 runners from different walks 

of life and disabilities, conquering 2,000km in 200 hours, to 

commemorate Singapore’s 200 years centennial celebration.

The fond recollections of the 8 days run will definitely stayed 

infinitely for all participants till being replaced ...

— Ezzy Wang

Mr.Ezzy Wang, whose right leg was amputated in 1999, 

hand-cycled his 20km segment of Relay Majulah on Nov 5th.
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We are grateful to be Singaporeans, in a place we have a sense of belonging to, a 

place we call home and where there is inclusion regardless of race, language, religion 

or abilities. May we come as ONE People, to foster a greater sense of belonging in our 

nation and to build a caring and inclusive society.

— Goh Jin Kian’s mother, Margaret Goh
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I believe that it is in giving that we receive. 
As we receive, we change. 
As we change, we become better people.
As more people change, society changes along with them.

This is how we build a better Singapore. I have 

been running shorter distances in recent years 

so I’d have to train up for this. But I’m inspired 

by the stories of the other runners and if 

they can do it, there is no reason for me not 

to step up to the challenge as well. This relay 

is especially meaningful because we are all 

running at our own pace. The faster runners 

will help make up time for those of us who are 

slower. But because we are doing this together, 

we can achieve this remarkable outcome. This 

is how our nation has come this far and how 

we will go further - by walking and running our 

journeys together! 

 

—  TAN Chuan-Jin 

10th Speaker of the Parliament of Singapore
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May we see many more in our nation rising up and stepping forward, 

joining hands and hearts to build lives and to build a nation that truly cares. 

UNSUNG HEROES

THE SUPPORT CREW
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For relay Majulah I represented my company 

Successpedia Asia to capture moments. 

Moment of the runners during the day and 

night over the 8 days and also moments of 

the buildup of Relay Majulah from start to the 

completion of it.  Moments captured were 

turned into highlight reels as content for use 

and also for runner’s keepsake.  
The event truly allows me to see a ground 

up initiative achieving a purpose of 

building a community to support charity 

and bringing a 200 people together 

for a greater cause. Truly awesome and 

honoured to be a part of Relay Majulah.

— Desmond Pang



For those who know,  Relay Majulah  is my last event medical coverage before I 

leave  Singapore Red Cross  officially as their Staff Paramedic. I stayed on as I see these 

runners are taking their precious time off to do a relay for the charity and Singapore Red 

Cross is amongst one of the beneficiaries of  President’s Challenge. Finally, after 9 Days 

outside with Relay Majulah, I also ended my service as a staff paramedic with the Singapore 

Red Cross’ TransportAid Ambulance Service. I would like to thank all my volunteers who 

took their precious time off to serve the humanitarian service in various capacities.

— Wee Chee Ong 

Singapore Red Cross Medical Team

Barely a year ago, I would have been quite indifferent to a sport-charity event like Relay Majulah, 

let alone taking part in it as a support runner. Thanks to Lionel and Ada, sometime end of 2018, I 

had the opportunity to hear touching and inspiring testimonies of runners like Shariff Abdullah 

and Uncle Khor. Running changed their lives. And their stories changed mine. I decided to pick 

up running again, after some 20 years of inactive lifestyle. I completed two Marathons since. 

When I learned about Relay Majulah, and that some of my friends were part of the team, I 

decided to join them on the ground to feel the atmosphere. Having witnessed first-hand their 

zest, commitment and determination in doing good, Ada and I were deeply touched and 

decided to pen a photo-story on these heroines and heroes and many unnamed supporters 

and volunteers on yan.sg, a popular Singapore-based Chinese Language social media, so that 

a much wider regional community outside the Little Red Dot may have an opportunity to read 

about these people and be motivated to do better in life.

— Dr Koh Chin Yee

 Managing Director of yan.sg

All  the Best
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PRESIDENT’S CHALLENGE

This year’s President’s Star Charity (PSC) has raised a 

record-breaking S$10,471,294. Relay Majulah raised 

SGD1,601,419 to be the top contributor to the President’s 

Star Charity 2019 - even setting a new Singapore record 

for the longest ever relay, in support of the 67 charities 

under the President’s Challenge. 

I thank the 200 runners who will be running to raise 
funds for the President’s Challenge. Let’s work together to 
create a more caring and inclusive Singapore!

– President Halimah Yacob

 The President’s Challenge represents a coming together 

of people from all walks of life. Under the President’s 

patronage, to help those who are less fortunate. It is the 

President’s call to all Singaporeans to do their part to build 

a more caring and cohesive society.   While fundraising 

continues to be at the heart of President’s Challenge, 

the campaign has gone beyond the giving of money to 

the giving of time, skills and talent for the less fortunate. 

President’s Challenge now seek to play a bigger role in 

nurturing stronger communities by expanding support 

for programmes beyond the social service sector and 

to encourage the young and elderly population to be 

involved in community work.

President’s Star Charity Show 2019, 10th November 2019.

”
“
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Top Contributor
Relay 

Majulah

New 

Singapore Record LONGES T  RELAY

The Moon Represents My Heart

月亮代表我的心

The President’s Star Charity’s show had a segment featuring artists Kym Ng and Evelyn Tan 

performing a rendition of Teresa Teng’s The Moon Represents My Heart.This was a tribute 

to President’s Star Charity’s  founder and late former President Ong Teng Cheong who had 

performed a piano version of the ballad at PSC 1999. President Ong Teng Cheong’s younger son 

Ong Tze Boon, who is the co-chairman of Relay Majulah, also watched the performance.
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Relay Majulah broke the Singapore Book of 

Records for the Longest Distance Covered 

Consecutively By 200 Athletes in 200 Hours.

The Singapore Book of Records (SBOR) is 

a non-profit organisation established in 

2005, primarily to compile and adjudicate 

all national records, and to advise and 

promote world records. It was formed in 

response to widespread voices for a national 

body to administer and make local record 

breaking possible. There are currently about 

30 countries around the world with their own 

record keeping bodies.

Singapore Book of Records

athletes
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President’s Challenge is a yearly campaign supported by the kindness 

and generosity of people from all walks of life, regardless of culture, 

religion or family background, to help those less fortunate – specifically 

for the beneficiaries that are annually selected by the President’s Office. 

Many partners of the President’s Challenge come from schools, private 

organisations, ministries and government bodies.

HISTORY

Since 2000, President’s Challenge has raised more than $180 million for its benefitting organizations. Every dollar donated to 

President’s Challenge goes directly to the benefitting organizations, thanks to our Challenge sponsors Singapore Pools and 

Singapore Totalisator Board, which provide grants to cover the operating costs of President’s Challenge.

Reference: https://www.pc.org.sg/

Year 2000:  How it started 
The late S R Nathan initiated President’s Challenge in 2000 shortly after assuming 

the Presidency. The social service sector was always something very close to his heart 

and he decided to help raise funds for this sector and place a spotlight on those 

in need. When Mr Nathan stepped down from office after 12 years as President 

of Singapore, the movement he started had raised more than $100 million and 

benefitted more than 500 programmes in social service organisations that reach out 

to needy children, families, seniors, disabled and other social service endeavours.

Year 2012: Moving Beyond 
President Tony Tan Keng Yam continued President’s Challenge in 2012. He 

announced his plans to expand the scope of President’s Challenge beyond 

fundraising. Two initiatives were shared – the President’s Challenge Volunteer 

Drive and the President’s Challenge Social Enterprise Award. These new initiatives 

encourage people from all walks of life to not only give money but to also give their 

time and talent, using their business skills to help the less fortunate. In 2015, Dr Tony 

Tan launched the President’s Challenge Silver Volunteer Fund, a fund which aims to 

encourage seniors to volunteer their time and age actively. 

Year 2018
In 2018, President Halimah Yacob announced the new “Empowering for Life Fund” 

(ELF), a fund supporting vulnerable groups through skills upgrading, capacity-

building and employment. Donations to ELF will receive dollar-to-dollar matching 

from the Government. This means that over the next five years, $20 million will be set 

aside for ELF programmes under President’s Challenge. 

PRESIDENT’S CHALLENGE



View of Singapore River looking from Boat Quay 

towards Government Hill (now known as Fort 

Canning Park), with Thomson’s Bridge visible. 

Built in 1844, the footbridge was named after its 

designer John Turnbull Thomson. (Photo source: 

National Museum of Singapore)

The Singapore Bicentennial in 2019 is the commemoration of the 200th 

anniversary of Raffles’ landing in Singapore, one of the key turning points in 

our history. It is an opportunity for us to reflect on how our nation came to be, 

how far we have come, and how we can go forward together. 
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Our history goes back 700 years to the early 14th century when Singapore was 

already a thriving seaport called Temasek. Around this period, Sang Nila Utama 

founded a kingdom here and named it Singapura. By the time Raffles arrived in 

1819, Singapore already had hundreds of years of history. But the establishment 

of a free port was crucial as it attracted immigrants from Southeast Asia, China, 

India and beyond, paving the way for an open and multicultural society.
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SG Bicentennial: From Singapore to Singaporean

Singapore is now more than just a geographically strategic and advantageous 

location that has served us well through history. It has become a nation and a people 

with a unique and distinctive Singaporean DNA. Thus the tagline for the Singapore 

Bicentennial expresses our journey from a place, Singapore, to a nation, a home with a 

unique Singaporean DNA.

S
in

ga

po
re — a nation

Singapore Boat Quay  2019
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Nation News Covered by All Outlets
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A Nation of Supporters
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Sparking a National Movement
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Turning Passion into Inspiration
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Relay Majulah Thanks List

The Organising Committee
Co-Chairman: Ong Tze Boon, Bennett Neo

Finance: Kevin Mok

Runners Committee: Gerrard Lin

Secretariat: Priscilla Gan

Fundraising Committee: Elim Chew (Chair), Vivian Lim, Ernawaty Sorianto

Marketing & Communications Committee: Catherine Ho (Chair), Christine Loo, Jacqueline Chew, Tania Cheong

Events Committee: Jeffrey Foo (Chair), Kevin Chan, Ong Chien Kiat

The Support Crew

The 200 Runners

Goh Jin Kian, Oh Siew May, Ong Tze Boon, Banjamin Quek, 

Darren Ho, Muhammed Sallehan, Anthon Foo, The Lee Sisters, 

Chan Hse Ming & Ethan Chan, Lim Ching San, Peter Loong, Wang 

Mingchang, Hayden Tan, Loh Teck Meng, Bruce Liew, Richard 

Koh, Jeff Mclean, David Shum, Emily Lee, Srividya Vidyasagar, 

Desmond Tan, Lim Wee Kiak, Lionel Li, Collin Teo, Nicholas 

Rachmadi, Michael Ngu, Ernest Wong, Tay Yong Hwee, Tan 

Poh Kiang, Alvin Quek, Nazri Nasir, Chang Guo Guang, Juliana 

Jumain, Cynthia Ong, Chen Yingkai & Sherry Soon, Kuan Yee 

Han, Kenneth Paul Tan, Jaclyn Ng, Michael Hua, Raymond Lim, 

Gideon Ren, Norman Ng, Thomas Lim, Jen Macapagal, Fanny 

Koh, Andy Tan, Joe Chan, 

Lawrence Leong, Goh Seow 

Wei, Ansgar Cheng, Ivan 

Seah, Jerry Seah, Koh Suan 

Lam, Bennett Neo, Job Loei, 

Edwin Siew, Alson Wang, 

Terence Quek, Amanda 

Ng, Ryan Ng & Debra Lam, 

Claire Jedrek, Kenneth Yap, Lim Nghee Huat, Wendy Lim, Shirley 

Chandra, Anselm Chelliah, Adrian Oh, Patricvk Tan, John Low, Lim 

Sin Soon, Victor Chan, Irwin See, Ronald Deng, Ezzy Wang, Teng 

Shi Xuan, Ben Koh, Chan Wei Hsien, Tan Lai Yong, Jackie Chionh, 

Diana Ng, Teo Yen Kai, Lim Wei Jie, Tan Kok Chuan, Paul Tan, Nel 

Tulsiani, Saravanan Tabethu, Ben  Swee, Luke Low, Lin Hanwei / 

Lin Dilun, Choy Yong Cong, Shah Feroz, Raymond Howe, Jimmy 

Hoon, Chiam Li Ping, Collin Chua, Mohammad Hanifa, Yong 

Yuen Cheng, Kua Harn Wei, Linda Tan, Veera Sekaran, Dong8uri, 

Lim Miki, Muhammad Aqil Bin Hussen, Letchumanan Kumaran, Mohammad Dzulhairi Bin Abdul Halik, 

Syamil Bin Sarafi, Dorcas Wee Shi Mei, Elena Teo Hui Wen, Lee Xin Xuan, Heng Kian Soon David, Chua Khai Leng

Cyclist:  

Karine Tan, Muhammad Nabawi, Mark Tan, Ong Wee Chee, Abdul Ramadan, Muhammad Daniel, Edison Ong, 

Chay Him, Anna Ong, Lee Yong Hao, Jeffrey Tan, Danny Koh, Jason Wo

Singapore Red Cross Medical team: 

Chandrasekar S/O Palanisamy, Calvin Ng Cheong Gay, Mark Lee Koon Hong, Belinda Ni LingHui,  Willy Soo Wei 

Keong, Chan Xiao Ping, Tan Guan Kict, Kamalludin Bin Idris, Chia Chee Peng Andrew, Rosli Bin Abdul Wahab, 

Mohamed Yazeed Bin Uonos Mohamed, Mohamad Kamal Bin Haron, Muhammad Suhaimi Bin Hendro Wibowo, 

Dzulkifli Donny Bin Kamaruden, Norris Ang, Muhammad Shameer Ali Bin Shaik Gulam Ali, Iswardy Bin Ishkandar 

Shah, Muhamad Yunus Bin Ameer Hamsa, Aiman Bin Zakaria, Aidil Bin Ramlan, Muhammad Nasrul Bin Ahmad, 

Muhammad Shahri Bin Samani, Muhammed Hairulnizar Bin Ameer, Khalid Bin Umar, Kong Wai Keong, Teng 

Sim Yam Remus, Raja Firman Bin R Usman, Danny Wong King Yan, Jeffrey Lee Kang Wah

LTA Enforcement:  

Victor Mok, Ming Ham, Desmond Successpedia, Ada Zhang Xian, Stanley (Canon EOSworld), Fu Keong

Sebastian Leang, Lee Chew Yen, Chew Ming Miin, Pamy Tan, Amanda Tan, Bryan Goh, Mohd Afiq.

Photographers & Videographers:  

Mediacorp:

Command Team:  Kevin Chan, Sherine Chua, CK Ong, Sean Lim, Melvin Wong

Logistic Team: Muhammad Fazri Bin Mohamad Amin, Lim Qi Sheng

Yew Chee Leung, Halil Ngah, Terence Chiew, Chong Ee Jay, Alvin 

Tay, Heng Kheng Sheng, Jaydee Lin, Poh Li San, Abimanyu, Jack 

Lim, Tan Meng Choon, Phua Tien Beng, Derek Ong, Elise Cheng, 

Kamilah Tohar, Wong Hoong Wei, Sim Phei Sunn, Vincent Chan, 

Lim Han Chee, Gan Kok Boon, Lim Teck Yin, Edmund Sim, 

Takalah Tan, Tan Juay Seng, Andrea Chan, Nicole Lee, Vincent 

Lim, Daniel Chia, Quek Ee Meng, Giebert 

Foo, Jasmine Goh, Marinna Masjudi, 

Kor Hong Fatt, Lim Jin Rong, Richardo 

Chua & Michael Quek, Ajit Cantona, 

Aniyutharan, Chong Chern Dong, Daivd 

Chua, Poon Zi Li, Aleksandar Duric, Liu 

Zhiyong, Neyton Tan, Karen Tan, Kelvin 

Koh, Glenda Chong, Marie Choo, Cho 
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Official Sporting Partners: 

Standard Chartered Singapore Marathon 2019 (SCSM)/ Iron man Group, Sport Singapore 
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100PLUS, ICE MOUNTAIN 

Official Imaging Partners: 

Canon
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Make The Change 

Official Public Relations Agency:
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Venue Support

SAFRA Toa Payoh

Supporting Partners: 

ASICS, Catering Culture, eatzCatering, imPAct @Hong Lim Green, NKF, MARINA ONE, m+s, Red Cross Singapore, 

Singapore Pools, Successpedia Asia, TMI Group, Singapore Sports Hub, Allmaster, Eurokars Group
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THE RELAY MAJULAH AWARDS

Chan Wei Hsien

Poh Li San

Ansgar Cheng

RELAY 
MAJULAH 

SPIRIT 
AWARD

Oh Siew May

Goh Jin Kian

Jackie Chionh

Relay Majulah 

AwardGrit & Determinati


1 0 0 %
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THE RELAY MAJULAH AWARDS

RELAY 
MAJULAH 

BEST SUPPORTER 
AWARD

Ming Ham

Cynthia Ong

Lionel Li & Collin Teo

Shah Feroz, 
Raymond Howe & Jimmy Hoon

Relay Majulah 

Award
M�t Mem�able M�ent

1 0 0 %
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At the end of October, I was very lucky to be one of 

the 200 runners of Relay Majulah at the last minute. 

The time I signed up for the race, I found almost all of 

my running buddies also joined in the Relay Majulah, 

including Ansgar, Jerry, Shariff, and of course, Boon, 

who was actually the co-chair of this event. Together 

with my running partner, Collin, we finished the 

10km leg in less than 1 hour and we are honored 

to receive the “Relay Majulah Most Memorable 

Moment Award” from Madam President.

From running, not only have I become a better 

person, but also we runners have become friends 

from strangers, and from friends we have become 

family. By running together, we created a dream 

and supported each other to achieve that dream. 

Last but not least, I am very honored to be the 

producer of this commemorative photographic 

book, Relay Majulah, which tells the stories about 

miracle that we created together.

Lionel Li, the Partner of Feng He Group 
in Singapore and Founder of QIMING 
Foundation, is an avid marathoner.

My dentist, who is also a Professor in NUS, gave me a 

beautiful set of teeth and also a top notch set of advice 

about running a marathon! His name is Ansgar, and he is a 

National Masters Record Holder for running. 

Last year, I participated in the World’s Coolest Marathon in the “chilly” 

temperature of minus 30 degrees. Well, when I reached the finishing 

line, I saw a guy happily waving the Singapore Flag in the North Pole! 

What’s more, he had conquered the challenge with only his right leg. 

He was no other than the Singapore Blade Runner – Shariff. 

To celebrate my 50th birthday, I decided to re-challenge 

my limits by signing up for the World Marathon Challenge, 

which is to run seven marathons on seven continents 

in seven days. A friend introduced me to one of the first 

Singaporeans who had finished the WMC 2016. We had a 

lovely time chatting over coffee. His name is Boon. 

5 years ago, when I decided to change myself, I started 

to run marathon. I made good friends whilst running. 

My swimming coach who teaches me how to train 

my physical fitness through swimming is the team 

manager for Swimming with the Singapore disability 

sports council. His name is Jerry. 

Lif e is a Journey, 

and i t’s so aMaZinG!

Dream Big

SET GOALS

TAKE ACTION

Epilogue: Producer Lionel Li
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Ada Zhang Xian holds a PhD in computer 

science from National University of Singapore. 

In pursuit of her dream, she made a switch to 

a life behind the lens, capturing vibrancy as a 

photographer. 

She’s the founder of A.D.A Productions (A.D.A 

presents Ai, Dream and Arts 爱与梦想). Since 2015 she 

started to do cultural projects that use photography, 

text, and video as a medium, sharing stories in a 

cultural and artistic way in combination with social 

public welfare.

Her Photography Book, SG 50 Love and Dreams, 

Singapore published in 2015 assembled the stories 

of 50 Singaporean pursuing dreams. 

In 2018, she held the photography exhibition themed 

around birth and life titled Love before I Met You, 

showcasing the deepest love mothers have for their 

unborn life. 

About The Editor & Photographer

In the same year, she was on the trail of runners, sizing up the world with her camera and 

photographing extreme marathons such as the World Marathon Challenge, the Everest 

Marathon. She published a photography book, 42.195 & Beyond, to bring across the power 

of limits and dreams. 

In 2019 she followed the steps of runners running around Taiwan Island in 19 days, a total of 

1045 kilometers and published a photography book 1045 Run Taiwan Just Now to share 

the little stories of how ordinary people accomplish their dreams that seems impossible.

Being a photography enthusiast, I have always been keen to connect with 
the world through my lenses. My understanding toward Relay Majulah 
lacked depth before I assumed the role of a volunteer photographer, and 
only grew as I witnessed the sweat and tears each runner invested. Day 
or night, rain or shine, the participants pushed on for over 200 hours. I 
was deeply moved by their selfless contributions and the heartwarming 
photographs. They inspired me to put together these stories and condense 
them into a single publication. Each of us is a unique strand in the intricate 
web of life, and together, we can make a great difference to the community 
we live in. A strength 200 strong allowed us to achieve the unthinkable, 
touching the lives of others on a deeper, more meaningful level. 

This publication was made possible with the contribution of the 200 
runners. I would also like to extend my appreciation to the organising 
committee of Relay Majulah, especially Tze Boon, Bennett, Catherine and 
Priscilla for providing me with comprehensive information of the marathon. 
No photographer could possibly cover a 200-hour event single-handedly, 
hence my heart goes out to the rest of the volunteer photographers on 
the team, namely Ming Ham, Teck Chy, Stanley and Victor for their tireless 
efforts in capturing the memorable moments of the run.

ai .dr e a M .ar t s
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The decision to put together the stories of Relay Majulah into a 
physical book was made in November. The process of the compilation 
proved to be extremely challenging, spanning over a period of merely 
2 months or so. To ensure that our work was compiled in the shortest 
amount of time, the collection and arrangement of materials, editing 
of pictures and the final audit basically took place simultaneously. We 
are very grateful for the hard work put in by the A.D.A. Productions 
team, with special thanks to our designer Chloe Su Ying.

Lastly, I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to Lionel, a zealous 
supporter of this book. Apart from being one of the 200 runners 
who took part in Relay Majulah, he was also fervent to share his 
personal experiences to motivate, influence and change their views 
toward charity. I hope that we have more people like Lionel, who are 
passionate toward charity. Should there be more events like Relay 
Majulah, I believe that our world will be a better place to live in.
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